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INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT

Central African Republic & Uganda

Official Website of the International Criminal Court
ICC Public Documents - Cases: Central African Republic

ICC Public Documents - Situation in Uganda

Uganda: On the Trail of the LRA
All Africa
January 12, 2011

U.S. President Barack Obama's policy document on the Lord's Resistance Army
presented a blunt critique of the efforts to tackle the Ugandan rebel group, but
some argue it contained little practical help to those trying to apprehend the
group's leaders.

"This is a conflict that everyone says they want to end, but nobody seems able to," Chris
Dolan, author of Social Torture: the case of northern Uganda, said recently in Kampala.

In November, Obama offered a fresh plan to defeat the LRA, which was formed in
northern Uganda in the late 1980s but has since spread to Southern Sudan, the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Central African Republic (CAR).

Obama's plan noted the importance of protecting civilians still vulnerable to LRA attacks.
For many, the most contentious plank of his proposal was the call to "apprehend or
remove from the battlefield [LRA chief] Joseph Kony and his senior commanders", three
of the world's most elusive war criminals, all wanted by the International Criminal Court.

Obama's policy document notably avoided any mention of reviving peace talks with Kony,
an omission that irked some, but was consistent with the emerging consensus that Kony
has no intention of signing a deal.

Some of the Ugandan troops trawling the central African forest for the LRA agreed that
Kony must be stopped militarily, not through dialogue, but apprehending him remains
difficult.

"You can be following a group of three or four LRA, who you think are wearing shoes.
Then, they remove their shoes and walk for some kilometres," said Ugandan Colonel
Stefano Mugerwa, overall commander for the LRA hunt in DRC.

"Meanwhile, they have separated and agreed to meet at some other place," he added,
describing the challenges of tracking a highly nimble enemy across a vast area.

Mugerwa, speaking at a military outpost in Sakure, on the border between Southern
Sudan and DRC, said the LRA had developed a range of effective evasion tactics,
including changing clothes to blend in with the local population.

In Southern Sudan, DRC and CAR, where Uganda has deployed with the permission of
the respective governments, soldiers pursuing the LRA are also burdened by exhausting
terrain.

Shortly after sunrise in a dense patch of jungle in DRC, a Ugandan squad received
instructions to head straight, bearing to a point roughly 6km away.

http://www.icc-cpi.int/Menus/ICC?lan=en-GB
http://www.icc-cpi.int/Menus/ICC/Situations+and+Cases/Situations/Situation+ICC+0105/Central+African+Republic.htm
http://www.icc-cpi.int/Menus/ICC/Situations+and+Cases/Situations/Situation+ICC+0204/Uganda.htm
http://allafrica.com/stories/201101120933.html


The directive meant the soldiers should not follow previously carved paths, but proceed in
a straight line, which, in practice, forced the them into swamps, hacking through the
forest with machetes and even scale a rock-faced incline.

The trek took six hours and highlighted that even on the rare occasions when Uganda has
urgent intelligence about LRA movements, reaching their target quickly is often
impossible.

Although Uganda officially operates alongside the other regional armies, they receive
limited help, especially as Southern Sudan is focused on the referendum this week (from
9 January).

"There is no LRA. I cannot see them, and I cannot comment about what I cannot see,"
Col. William Deng said at the South Sudanese People's Liberation Army battalion
headquarters in Yambio.

The CAR army is small, woefully equipped, and more concerned with domestic rebellions
undermining the government's sovereignty.

And, as Obama said, the much-maligned DRC army is "weak and a threat to [its own]
population".

Given the difficulties of finding LRA fighters, particularly senior commanders who travel
under heavy protection, the US suggested Uganda and its partners promote defection
among LRA rank-and-file fighters.

Ugandan troops distribute fliers along popular rebel tracks depicting former LRA troops
next to a testimonial - written in English, Acholi, Lingala and Kiswahili - where rescued
fighters say they have resettled at home without punishment.

Promoting defections, however, has also been challenging.

"There is fear. There is indoctrination, and of course, there are hard-core criminals," said
Major Fred Mwesigye, chief administrator at Sakure.

Mwesigye explained that LRA commanders immediately send newly abducted recruits to a
place far from their homes to discourage defections, and those who escape often face
reprisal attacks from civilians if they are identified as LRA.

Given, as Obama noted, that "there is no purely military solution to the LRA threat",
some argue renewed negotiations are essential to halt the group's atrocities, which
intensified dramatically after the military operations began in December 2008, following
the collapse of peace talks that started in July 2006.

Wilson Hassan Peni, paramount chief of Southern Sudan's Zande group, a group preyed
on by the LRA for the past two years, opposes peace talks but said after the Obama plan
was released, he was called to a meeting in Entebbe where various Ugandan cultural
leaders complained to American representatives about Obama's discounting of dialogue.

"The Acholi leaders told the American government not to disarm the LRA, that we need a
peaceful solution," Peni said at his Yambio office.

Acholi leaders have for years pushed for dialogue with Kony, and blame the collapse of
the 2006-2008 Juba-hosted talks on the ICC warrants. However, the court's chief
prosecutor, Luis Moreno Ocampo, in a June 2010 visit to Kampala, said the idea the Kony
would sign a deal and leave the bush was "a fantasy", and many others agree.

"Peace talks with Kony? Never!" proclaimed Father Ignacios Henga, of the Catholic
Church in Yambio, where many LRA victims have sought care.

Sister Giovanna Calabria, an Italian nun who runs a humanitarian mission in Nzara,
suggested it was pointless to negotiate with someone who "has a distorted mind. I don't



believe Kony is eager to [sign a deal]. What he is doing is not normal. Covering someone
with palm oil and setting them on fire? You cannot do these things."

Witness: Central African Rebels Did Not Harm Civilians
Open Society Justice Initiative
January 18, 2011

The fifth prosecution witness in the Jean-Pierre Bemba trial today said local
rebels in the Central African Republic (CAR) did not harm civilians. Instead, she
said, Congolese troops belonging to Mr. Bemba’s group were the ones who
raped and killed civilians during late 2002 and early 2003.

Testifying for the second day, ‘Witness 68’ told the trial presided over by Judge Sylvia
Steiner that rebels supporting sacked army chief of staff François Bozizé’s coup attempt
against president Ange-Félix Patassé respected civilians.

"They [Bozizé’s rebels] did not harm people. They were just going around in groups. I
didn’t see them do anything [evil] in particular," she said. According to her, the rebels
fought alongside Chadian soldiers that wore turbans.

She said she was able to tell that the soldiers committing atrocities were Congolese
because they used Lingala, a language she knew was spoken in the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC).

"Which language do the soldiers of the FACA [the armed forces of the CAR] speak?"
asked trial lawyer Petra Kneur.

"They are Central Africans and when they speak, they speak Sango. If the person knows
how to speak French or English, the person may do so," answered the witness, who
testified with face and voice distortion.

Prosecutors at the International Criminal Court (ICC) say Mr. Bemba is responsible, as a
military commander, for two crimes against humanity and three war crimes stemming
from the misconduct of his soldiers while they were in the CAR. The troops, belonging to
the Movement for the Liberation of Congo (MLC), were in the country at the invitation of
Mr. Patassé who needed help to put down a coup attempt.

The witness told the court that as fighting raged in her country’s capital during October
2002, she stayed locked up in her house for two days before she decided to flee. She
added that it was while she was fleeing that she met the two soldiers who raped her.

Defense lawyer Peter Haynes cross-examined the witness about the radio broadcasts she
said she heard informing people that Bozizé’s rebels were within 200 meters of the
president’s residence and later announcing the arrival of Mr. Bemba’s troops.

"During the course of the time that you were inside the house, did you see any soldiers at
all outside?" asked Mr. Haynes.

The witness replied that at the time the only information she received was from her radio.
Nine individuals who lived in her household had fled, leaving only her and her sister-in-
law behind. She said her sister-in-law was raped by three men on the day they left the
house, and she died in 2005 due to health complications apparently related to that
attack.

Mr. Haynes then went on to question the witness about the geographical location of towns
and neighborhoods in the CAR capital Bangui relative to the Oubangui River that
separates CAR from DRC. He contended that whereas the witness was correct that there
were reports of the MLC entering into the CAR on the 27th of October 2002, they were at
that point in time away from where she lived.

‘Witness 68’ was also questioned by Marie-Edith Douzima-Lawson, one of the legal
representatives of victims participating in the trial.

http://www.bembatrial.org/2011/01/witness-central-african-rebels-did-not-harm-civilians/


Witnesses Testify That Bemba's Fighters Raped Men, Women, and Children
All Africa
By Wairagala Wakabi
January 21, 2011

This week the trial of Congolese opposition leader Jean-Pierre Bemba continued
to hear testimony from individuals who were raped by soldiers allegedly
belonging to the Movement for the Liberation of Congo (MLC), the military
group that he founded and commanded. The judges heard testimony that Mr.
Bemba's troops raped men, women, and children.

On Monday, 'Witness 68' commenced her testimony, and told the trial, presided over by
Judge Sylvia Steiner, that she was raped by two MLC soldiers while a third stepped on her
arms to make sure she remained on the ground. The witness also said that on the same
day she was raped, her sister-in-law was gang-raped by three soldiers and passed away
in 2005 due to health complications apparently related to that attack.

'Witness 68' herself explained that following her rape, medical examinations established
that she had HIV/AIDS, although she was not able to tell whether the Congolese men
who raped her were the ones who infected her with the virus.

Once 'Witness 68' completed giving evidence, the prosecution called their sixth witness
on Friday. Going by the pseudonym 'Witness 23,' he recounted how three MLC fighters
raped him in front of his wives and children, and then went on to rape his wives and
children as he watched. He said the soldiers shot one of his wives dead, although he did
not say in open court why they shot her.

Both witnesses who testified this week made use of protective measures, including the
use of pseudonyms, face and voice distortion, and giving part of their evidence in closed
session.

At the start of the week's proceedings, Presiding Judge Sylvia Steiner said that in view of
an assessment of 'Witness 68' by a psychologist from the Victims and Witnesses Unit
(VWU), a support person from the VWU would sit next to the witness in the courtroom
and a psychologist would be available in court to monitor the witness.

Judges also upheld recommendations by VWU psychologists that the witness should be
asked short and simple, open-ended questions. Judge Steiner asked the parties to put
questions to 'Witness 68' in a nonconfrontational manner, and to ensure that
embarrassing questions were avoided or formulated as delicately as possible.

During her testimony, trial lawyer Petra Kneur asked the witness to describe how she
feels at present.

She replied, "My spirits are low. I have a tendency to depression, and when I see a
soldier or a man with a weapon, I am afraid. Even on a public road, I get very afraid."

The prosecution has said that MLC soldiers infected Central African women with HIV,
when they allegedly carried out widespread rape, murder, and plunder in 2002 and 2003.
The troops were in the country to help its then president, Ange-Félix Patassé, to beat
back a coup attempt. Mr. Bemba, the head of the MLC, is on trial at the International
Criminal Court (ICC) due to his alleged failure to stop or punish the rampaging troops.

'Witness 68' said the rampaging soldiers spoke Lingala, a Congolese language she was
familiar with as she had met several Congolese women that spoke it. She also stated that
rebels supporting sacked army chief of staff François Bozizé's coup attempt against
Patassé respected civilians.

"They [Bozizé's rebels] did not harm people. They were just going around in groups. I
didn't see them do anything [evil] in particular," she said. According to her, the rebels
fought alongside Chadian soldiers that wore turbans.

http://allafrica.com/stories/201101220015.html


She said she was able to tell that the soldiers committing atrocities were Congolese
because they used Lingala, a language she knew was spoken in the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC).

"Which language do the soldiers of the FACA [the armed forces of the CAR] speak?"
asked Ms. Kneur.

"They are Central Africans and when they speak, they speak Sango. If the person knows
how to speak French or English, the person may do so," answered the witness.

For his part, 'Witness 23' said that over a period of four days, the Congolese soldiers
repeatedly raped his children and his wives. "When they felt the need to sleep with a
woman, they would come back [to my home]," he said. He added that the soldiers shot
one of his wives dead.

He stated that his rape ordeal lasted about four hours, from 10:00 a.m. to about 2:00
p.m. "My wives and my children were all present. The one who left me, she was the one
who was able to get away and the other one, after some gunfire occurred, she collapsed
and she fell ill immediately," said 'Witness 23.' "The third [wife] remained. She was there
and she saw everything. Together with my wives and my children, we were submitted to
all that."

Prosecuting attorney Thomas Bifwoli asked the witness how he felt being raped in front of
his wives and children.

"I felt as if I was a dying man," the witness replied. "Later on, every time I saw a Zairian
[Congolese] national, I always have this feeling that I want to get hold of him and
strangle him. But I can't do anything."

In his statement at the start of Mr. Bemba's trial last November, ICC Prosecutor Luis
Moreno-Ocampo stated that MLC soldiers raped Central African men in public so as to
destroy their authority and their capacity to lead.

"The message behind these rapes was particularly evident from MLC's targeted and
selective raping of men, men in positions of authority, community leaders and protectors
of the communities," he said.

He also stated that Mr. Bemba's soldiers took his vehicle, his tapioca flour mill, and his
generator set, among other valuables. "I was someone who had a lot, but I was left with
nothing," he said.

'Witness 68,'who was the fifth prosecution witness in the Bemba trial, also told the court
about the plunder allegedly committed by Congolese soldiers. She said the soldiers who
raped her also grabbed her bag that contained clothes and food.

During the cross-examination, defense counsel Peter Haynes showed 'Witness 68' a map
of the city of Bangui and asked her to pinpoint the presidential palace and the
neighborhood in which she was assaulted on October 27, 2002. Mr. Haynes then stated
that the witness was raped in an area that was under the control of Bozizé's rebels. He
added that no soldiers of the MLC entered the CAR until October 30, 2002.

Mr. Haynes added that while the witness was correct that there were reports of the MLC
entering into the CAR on October 27, 2002, they were at that point in time away from
where she lived.

Meanwhile, on Thursday 'Witness 68' expressed surprise when the defense produced a
copy of her medical certificate, which she purportedly submitted while applying to
participate in the trial. The witness said she did not submit the certificate because she
had lost it.

Equally, she stated that the hand-written account of her rape ordeal that was appended
to her application was not written by her. She said she had not seen either the certificate



or the handwritten account before the defense showed them to her today.

'Witness 68' stated that after her rape by two soldiers belonging to the MLC, she visited
the nongovernmental organization Médicins Sans Frontières (MSF) for a medical
examination. She said the exam showed that she had HIV/AIDS and another sexually
transmitted infection.

Subsequently, she met with investigators of the court's Office of The Prosecutor (OTP)
who asked her for the medical certificate showing the results of the exam. She said she
was unable to produce the certificate as she had lost it, and the doctor who examined her
told her that he did not have the original certificate.

However, Mr. Haynes today presented a medical certificate and a handwritten account of
what happened to the witness, both of which he said were from her application to
participate as a victim in Mr. Bemba's trial.

"This certificate that is attached to the [handwritten] document you know nothing about
[it]. So somebody appears to have written down your account and found or manufactured
another copy of this certificate to attach to it. Would that be right?" asked Mr. Haynes.

"I know nothing about that. I don't know how these documents ended up here," replied
the witness.

"If there is a victim's application form in your name, you did not fill it in. Is that correct?"
continued Mr. Haynes.

"I said to the prosecution officials whom I worked with that I had given my testimony
orally. I didn't use a pen to write anything. I gave my testimony orally, not with a pen,
not with a pencil," she answered.

The witness did not say in open court when she went for the medical test at MSF.
However, she stated that she met the prosecution investigators during 2005. She gave
much of her testimony in closed session.

'Witness 23' will continue his testimony on Monday.

MLC Soldier Said Patasse Ordered Killings
Open Society Justice Initiative
By Wakabi Wairagala
January 25, 2011

The prosecution’s sixth witness in former Congolese Vice President Jean-Pierre
Bemba’s trial today related how a commander in Mr. Bemba’s militia said that
the then president of the Central African Republic ordered soldiers to kill boys
as young as two years old.

According to the witness, the killings were to be committed in areas where President
Ange-Félix Patassé thought the population supported General François Bozizé, who was
attempting to overthrow Patassé’s government. It was Mr. Patassé who invited Mr.
Bemba’s Movement for the Liberation of Congo (MLC) troops into the country to help him
beat back the coup attempt.

Defense attorney Nkwebe Liriss today read out excerpts from the interview ‘Witness 23’
gave to prosecution investigators, in which he mentioned that a MLC corporal, who was
one of the commanders of the militia, talked about Mr. Patassé’s alleged order to kill.

"When you say that you confirm the statements of this corporal, he said President
Patassé, is that not correct?" asked Mr. Nkwebe.

"That is correct," replied the witness. "He said that the president had given the order to
come to kill the boys of two years and up because it was there that the rebels were
installed and from there, they were carrying out incursions."

http://www.bembatrial.org/2011/01/mlc-soldier-said-patasse-ordered-killings/


The witness quoted the MLC corporal as having said that because they had not found
rebels in the area, they got angry and started committing atrocities against civilians.

Mr. Bemba, 48, is on trial for allegedly failing to control his troops who raped, murdered,
and plundered in the CAR during 2002 and 2003. He has denied the charges, arguing
that the moment the MLC fighters crossed into the CAR, they were under the control of
Mr. Patassé.

Today, ‘Witness 23’ stated that Mr. Patassé, Mr. Bozizé, and Mr. Bemba should all face
justice for their roles in the atrocities civilians suffered. Mr. Bozizé is the current president
of the CAR, having deposed Mr. Patassé in 2003.

Mr. Nkwebe stated today that at the time Mr. Bemba’s troops entered the CAR, there
were several groups fighting on the side of Mr. Patassé. He said among these were the
presidential guard, the regular army known as FACA (Forces Armées Centrafricaines), and
the United Presidential Security (USP). There were also Libyans who fought on Mr.
Patasse’s side, he said.

The defense lawyer added that Mr. Patassé’s aide, Miskine, Abdoulaye, ran another militia
group outside of the army, while the Movement for the Liberation of the Central African
People (MLPC) - the political party led by Mr. Patassé - also had a number of armed
people who were not part of the regular army. The defense argues that any of these
groups could have committed the crimes being attributed to Mr. Bemba’s soldiers.

The witness said Mr. Bemba’s rebels arrived in the Bangui suburb of PK12 on November
7, 2002, just after Mr. Bozizé’s troops had withdrawn from the area. He said the
Congolese rebels wore CAR military uniforms. He added that while the population
welcomed the rebels as liberators who would save them from the fighting between the
forces of Mr. Bozizé and Mr. Patassé, the day after their arrival the MLC started terrorizing
civilians.

However, Mr. Nkwebe said a military source who was personally involved in the conflict
had told him that the MLC could not have conquered the neighborhood of PK12 less than
two weeks after their entry into the country, that is, on November 13, 2002.

"Do you still maintain that the rape was committed by them [Mr. Bemba’s forces]?" the
attorney asked.

The witness responded, "Where it concerns my rape or the atrocities committed on my
family, I can’t change that. Where it concerns the date, I am not sure. What I have told
here is really what happened to me."

‘Witness 23’ last Friday told the trial that three MLC soldiers sodomized him in front of his
wives and his children. He said over four days the soldiers returned to his home and
raped his children and wives.

The witness said today that some of the soldiers who were raping and looting spoke
Sango, a Central African dialect. He recalled that one of them told him that local leaders
in the PK12 area had to be punished because they had allowed their children to join the
rebellion against Mr. Patassé. The witness explained that Congolese nationals who were
doing odd jobs such as shining shoes in and around Bangui before the arrival of Mr.
Bemba’s group joined the MLC once they took charge of Bangui suburbs.

"Who in the CAR recruited these shoe shiners?" asked Mr. Nkwebe.

"I know nothing about the recruitment," replied the witness. "What I know is that when
they saw their [Congolese] brothers arriving, they wanted to do what their brothers were
doing. That’s why they voluntarily joined."

[back to contents]
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France Protests to the UN Over Transporting of Sudanese War Crimes Suspect
Sudan Tribune
January 24, 2011

The French government made a formal protest to the United Nations for
allowing a Sudanese official wanted by the International Criminal Court (ICC) to
board one of its planes last month earlier this month.

Diplomats at the UN told Turtle Bay blog which is part of Foreign Policy magazine that the
complaint was made by Paris last week but did not provide details.

The governor of South Kordofan Ahmed Haroun was reportedly transported to the volatile
region of Abyei on North-South borders to prevent further escalation of tensions in the
oil-rich district.

Prosecutors at the ICC have alleged in 2007 that Haroun was the head of the Darfur
security desk and is responsible for war crimes and crimes against humanity committed
in the region since the conflict erupted in 2003.

The ICC also charged militia leader Ali Kushayb and president Omer Hassan Al-Bashir.

The UN defended its decision to move the South Kordofan governor saying it was within
the authority of the world body.

"[T]he [UNMIS] Mission is mandated to provide good offices to the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement parties in their efforts to resolve their differences through dialogue and
negotiations, and I can tell you that the UN Mission in Sudan has been working with the
parties, including local authorities, to contain any potential violence that may escalate,"
U.N. spokesman Martin Nesirky said in his press briefing this month.

"As you know, there have been clashes in Abyei, and these clashes were actually
threatening to escalate into a wider war. And so Governor Haroun was critical to bringing
the Misseriya leaders in southern Kordofan to a peace meeting in Abyei to stop further
clashes and killings," he added.

The Misseriya Arab tribes people and Ngok Dinka people based in Abyei have been
involved in clashes in which at least 33 people have been killed, according to the two
sides. Many have linked the violence to the ongoing referendum vote being held in
southern Sudan.

The ruling National Congress Party (NCP) in the North and the Sudan People Liberation
Movement (SPLM) in the South have failed to resolve their disagreement over how to
allow residents of Abyei decide their fate on whether they want to join an independent
Southern Sudan state or the North.

A referendum was scheduled to be held on January 9th simultaneously with that of South
Sudan but a quarrel over who is eligible to vote led to an indefinite suspension of the
plebiscite.

News of France’s protest will likely further infuriate Khartoum which refuses to recognize
the jurisdiction of the court despite a Chapter VII resolution obliging it to cooperate.
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The Sudanese foreign minister Ali Karti who visited Paris and Rome this month said that
both nations have appeared to change their stances on the ICC issue and that legal
delegations would be dispatched to both countries in the coming month for more in-depth
discussions on the matter.

But this month the French ambassador to the United Nations Gérard Araud told reporters
that his country believes that there can be no peace without justice in Darfur in keeping
with the implementation of resolution 1593 which referred the situation in region to the
ICC.

Furthermore, the Italian foreign minister Franco Frattini told his Sudanese counterpart
that Khartoum must seek cooperation with the Hague tribunal.

Sudan Protecting Darfur Suspects: Justice Minister
Reuters Africa
By Andrew Heavens
January 26, 2011

Sudan is protecting two men wanted for war crimes in Darfur and is "not
serious" about pursuing members of allied militias for committing atrocities, the
country's own state minister for justice said on Wednesday.

Minister Bol Lul Wang is a member of south Sudan's dominant Sudan People's Liberation
Movement (SPLM), former southern rebels who joined a coalition government with the
north after a 2005 peace deal ended decades of civil war.

The statements from inside the coalition will test already strained north-south relations
as south Sudan prepares to secede, after southerners overwhelmingly chose to declare
independence in a referendum this month.

Wang told Reuters he and thousands of other southern officials were now preparing to
leave the north to take up positions in the new south Sudan after its expected
independence on July 9.

The justice ministry appointed a prosecutor in 2008 to investigate reports of war crimes
in Darfur region, the scene of a nearly eight-year conflict pitting mostly non-Arab
insurgents against government troops and allied, mostly-Arab militias.

When asked whether Sudan was currently pursuing active cases against two men wanted
for war crimes in Darfur by the International Criminal Court (ICC) -- militia leader Ali
Kushayb and state governor Ahmed Haroun -- Wang answered: "Not at all."

"The prosecutor may find some difficulties taking procedures against them because they
are being protected by the government," he said in an interview in his Khartoum office.

"These people are high figures in the government. The government has no will to pursue
or even investigate those people ... It is not serious. Because if it was serious they would
not let a man like Haroun hold a ministerial post."

Neither Darfur prosecutor Abdel Daim Zumrawi nor his predecessor Nimr Ibrahim
Mohamed were immediately available for comment.

The ICC's prosecutor accused Haroun of recruiting and arming "Janjaweed" militias to
crush the Darfur uprising, as part of Haroun's then job as minister of state for the
interior.

Haroun, who denies the allegations, went on to become state (or junior) minister for
humanitarian affairs before moving to his current position as governor of the oil-
producing region of Southern Kordofan.

Later in 2008 the justice ministry said the prosecutor had wrapped up an investigation
into charges against Kushayb but has since not announced any prosecution and officials
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have made contradictory statements about whether he is detained.

The Khartoum government has refused to recognise the Hague- based ICC which has
issued arrest warrants for President Omar Hassan al-Bashir, accusing him of orchestrating
genocide and crimes against humanity in Darfur.

Wang said Sudan's prosecutor was investigating allegations of atrocities carried out by
Darfur insurgents. "There are some people who are working on it ... From time to time
they go to Darfur. But (the suspects) have escaped to areas beyond the control of the
government."

There were also some investigations into members of Arab militias in Darfur, he added.
"It seems like the government is not serious about taking a very immediate measure
against them. It is very reluctant."

South Sudan Considers ICC Membership: Minister
Reuters Africa
By Jason Benham
January 26, 2011

An independent south Sudan will consider joining the International Criminal
Court (ICC), the body which has indicted Sudan's president for war crimes and
genocide, a southern minister said.

Sudan's oil-producing south held a week-long referendum this month on secession from
the north, which it fought in a civil war for decades, and early results indicate an
overwhelming majority for separation.

Asked whether south Sudan would join the international court based in The Hague, the
south's minister for regional cooperation, Deng Alor, told reporters: "Why not? We don't
have a problem with the ICC.

"The ICC is about human rights. We fought for over 40 years for human rights -- we will
see the procedure and definitely they will contact us or we will contact them and we will
have no problem," he said late on Tuesday.

Alor is the precursor to the south's foreign minister until it becomes independent on July
9.

ICC membership would oblige the south to arrest Sudanese President Omar Hassan al-
Bashir if he entered its territory. Bashir is accused by the court of ordering genocide and
war crimes in a separate conflict in Sudan's western Darfur region.

Sudan's north has pledged to remain friends with an independent south. The two new
countries will be economically interdependent and share their longest border with each
other.

But Khartoum rejects any recognition or even discussion of the ICC, and membership for
the south would restrict Bashir's travel there and strain relations.

The southern referendum is aimed at ending Africa's longest civil war, which claimed 2
million lives, with the creation of an independent southern Sudan.

Alor added south Sudan would also apply for membership of the African Union and the
East African Community after the formal announcement of referendum results in
February.

"They are looking forward to us formally joining them," he said referring to the five-
nation trade bloc.

Preliminary results are due on January 30 but any appeals would mean the final result
would be announced on February 14.
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Alor said it was too early for south Sudan to decide whether it would establish diplomatic
relations with Israel, which the Islamic Khartoum government regards as an enemy state.

"We don't have a problem with Israel. If our national interest demands that we establish
diplomatic relations, we will do, but we cannot make this decision now."

Bashir on Tuesday pledged support for a new southern state in his first public address
since the vote.

"With the independence of south Sudan and with the role Khartoum is playing so far,
this...is going to help in improving relations between Khartoum and Washington," Alor
said.

Sudan could be removed from the U.S. list of state sponsors of terrorism by July if the
north accepts the results of the referendum, the U.S. administration has said. It was
placed on the list in 1993 for harbouring "international terrorists", and has hosted Osama
bin Laden and Carlos the Jackal.

While removal from the list would not affect U.S. trade and economic sanctions first
imposed on Sudan in 1997, it may reduce some of the stigma attached to doing business
with Khartoum for non-U.S. companies or investors.

[back to contents]
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New Suspect in the ICC’s Custody: Callixte Mbarushimana Arrives at the ICC Detention Centre
ICC
January 25, 2011

Callixte Mbarushimana, a 47 year old alleged national of Rwanda, was
surrendered and transferred today, 25 January 2011, to the International
Criminal Court (ICC) by the French authorities following a warrant of arrest
issued by the ICC’s Pre-Trial Chamber I on 28 September 2010 and his arrest on
11 October 2010. He arrived at the ICC detention centre located in The Hague
(The Netherlands), at 15:15 (local time).

The ICC Registrar, Ms Silvana Arbia, expressed the Court’s appreciation for the French
authorities’ full cooperation in the enforcement of the warrant of arrest. Ms Arbia also
conveyed her gratitude to the Dutch authorities for their assistance in transporting the
suspect to the ICC detention centre.

An initial appearance hearing will be soon held before Pre-Trial Chamber I. During this
public hearing, the Chamber will verify that the suspect has been informed of the crimes
which he is alleged to have committed and of his rights under the Rome Statute. The
Chamber will also schedule the date for the confirmation of charges hearing.

According to the warrant of arrest, Mr Mbarushimana is allegedly criminally responsible,
under article 25(3)(d) of the Rome Statute of the ICC, for: five counts of crimes against
humanity: murder, torture, rape, inhumane acts and persecution; and six counts of war
crimes: attacks against the civilian population, destruction of property, murder, torture,
rape and inhuman treatment.
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These crimes were allegedly committed in the context of an armed conflict which waged,
in the Kivu Provinces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), from 20 January to
25 February 2009, between the Forces De´mocratiques pour la Libe´ration du Rwanda -
Forces Combattantes Abacunguzi (FDLR-FCA, hereafter FDLR) and the Forces Arme´es de
la Re´publique De´mocratique du Congo (FARDC) together with the Rwandan Defence
Forces (RDF), and from 2 March to 31 December 2009, between the FDLR and the
FARDC, at times in conjunction with the United Nations Mission in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (MONUC). A series of attacks, both widespread and systematic,
were allegedly carried out on a large scale by FDLR troops in the period between January
and September 2009, against the civilian population of North and South Kivu.

Mr Mbarushimana is alleged to have been, since July 2007, the Executive Secretary of the
FDLR. Pre-Trial Chamber I found that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the
FDLR leadership decided to launch an offensive targeting the civilian population of the
Kivus in order to ultimately obtain political concessions, and that an international
campaign to extort concessions of political power for the FDLR was put in place, as part
of the implementation of the common plan. The Chamber also found that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that Mr Mbarushimana, as Executive Secretary of the FDLR
"Steering Committee" (Comite´ Directeur), personally and intentionally contributed to the
common plan, organising and conducting the above-mentioned international campaign by
regularly using international and local media channels.

The situation in the DRC was referred to the Court by the Government of the DRC in April
2004. The Prosecutor opened an investigation in June 2004. Besides the case against
Callixte Mbarushimana, three other cases are currently ongoing in the context of this
situation: The Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, The Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga
and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui and The Prosecutor v. Bosco Ntaganda.

Confirmation of Charges Hearing in the Case of The Prosecutor v. Callixte Mbarushimana
Scheduled to Start on 4 July 2011
ICC
January 28, 2011

On 28 January 2011, Pre-Trial Chamber I of the International Criminal Court
(ICC) set the date of the beginning of the confirmation of charges hearing in the
case of The Prosecutor v. Callixte Mbarushimana for 4 July 2011.

This decision was announced at the initial appearance of Callixte Mbarushimana before
the ICC. During this hearing, in the presence of the Prosecution and the Defence,
represented by Mr Nicholas Kaufman, Pre-Trial Chamber I verified the identity of Callixte
Mbarushimana and ensured that he was clearly informed of the charges brought against
him and of his rights under the Rome Statute of the ICC.

A confirmation of charges hearing is held to determine whether there is sufficient
evidence to establish substantial grounds to believe that the person committed each of
the crimes charged. If the charges are confirmed, the Pre-Trial Chamber commits the
case for trial before a Trial Chamber, which will conduct the subsequent phase of the
proceedings: the trial.

Mr Mbarushimana, a 47 year old alleged national of Rwanda, was surrendered and
transferred to the ICC on 25 January 2011, by the French authorities following a warrant
of arrest issued by the Pre-Trial Chamber I on 28 September 2010 and his arrest on 11
October 2010.

According to the warrant of arrest, Mr Mbarushimana is allegedly criminally responsible,
under article 25(3)(d) of the Rome Statute of the ICC, for five counts of crimes against
humanity (murder, torture, rape, inhumane acts and persecution) and six counts of war
crimes (attacks against the civilian population, destruction of property, murder, torture,
rape and inhuman treatment).

These crimes were allegedly committed in the context of an armed conflict which waged,
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in the Kivu Provinces of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), from 20 January to
25 February 2009, between the Forces Démocratiques pour la Libération du Rwanda -
Forces Combattantes Abacunguzi (FDLR) and the Forces Armées de la République
Démocratique du Congo (FARDC) together with the Rwandan Defence Forces, and from 2
March to 31 December 2009, between the FDLR and the FARDC, at times in conjunction
with the United Nations Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (MONUC). A
series of attacks, both widespread and systematic, were allegedly carried out on a large
scale by FDLR troops in the period between January and September 2009, against the
civilian population of North and South Kivu.

Mr Mbarushimana is alleged to have been, since July 2007, the Executive Secretary of the
FDLR. Pre-Trial Chamber I found that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the
FDLR leadership decided to launch an offensive targeting the civilian population of the
Kivus in order to ultimately obtain political concessions, and that an international
campaign to extort concessions of political power for the FDLR was put in place, as part
of the implementation of the common plan. The Chamber also found that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that Mr Mbarushimana, as Executive Secretary of the FDLR
"Steering Committee" (Comité Directeur), personally and intentionally contributed to the
common plan, organising and conducting the above-mentioned international campaign by
regularly using international and local media channels.

The situation in the DRC was referred to the Court by the Government of the DRC in April
2004. The Prosecutor opened an investigation in June 2004. Besides the case against
Callixte Mbarushimana, three other cases are currently ongoing in the context of this
situation: The Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo, The Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga
and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chuiand The Prosecutor v. Bosco Ntaganda. The Office of the
Prosecutor is also conducting investigations in four other situations: Uganda; the Central
African Republic; Darfur, Sudan; and Kenya.
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Judge Puts Off ICC Process Again
Capital News
By Bernard Momanyi
January 18, 2011

Chances of detectives from the International Criminal Court taking statements
from security chiefs in Kenya appeared to diminish further on Tuesday after the
process was suspended for the third time.

Justice Kalpana Rawal who was appointed to preside over the statement-taking
announced that she had decided to put the process on hold until February 24.

"In reference to these two applications which have been filed in the relevant jurisdictions,
I have decided to hold my hands for a while and have rescheduled the mention to
February 24, 2011, " Justice Rawal told reporters after meeting lawyers for the security
chiefs, state law office officials and ICC detectives.

Those cases have been filed and because the jurisdictions are competent, I have decided
to put on hold the proceedings," she added."I don’t know what I will do next but at the
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moment I have decided and it is a justified decision because we don’t want to waste
public money for any other reason."

Security chiefs wanted for questioning by the ICC are represented at the proceedings by
lawyers from the law firms of Ogetto, Otachi and Company and Daly and Figgis.

Justice Rawal said she decided to put Tuesday’s proceedings off because of a case the two
law firms filed in The Hague in December last year, seeking an interpretation by the pre-
trial chamber judges whether their clients should be compelled to give evidence to the
court.

Last week, two businessmen filed another case at the High Court seeking to stop
evidence from all the security chiefs wanted for questioning by the ICC.

The matter is due in court later this week.

Lawyer Ogeto told Capital News that they were not party to the application filed in
Nairobi.

"We have nothing to do with it, our application is pending in The Hague," Mr Ogeto said
on telephone.

The ICC wants to question five Provincial Commissioners and four police chiefs who
served in volatile areas during the post election violence.

They include Central Provincial Commissioner Japhter Rugut, Ernest Munyi (Coast), Paul
Olando (Western) and former Rift Valley PC Hassan Noor Hassan.

The police chiefs are King'ori Mwangi who served in the Coast Province at the time, Njue
Njagi who served as Nairobi PPO, Joseph Ashimala who served as Rift Valley PPO and
Grace Kaindi who headed Nyanza Province.

On December 7, 2010, Justice Rawal ruled that she would not postpone the proceedings
anymore regardless of the application filed in The Hague, but the proceedings have never
kicked off.

Lawyers for the security chiefs have indicated that the proceedings will only start once
the cases pending in court are determined.

Some of the security chiefs lined up for questioning told Capital News that they have
instructed their lawyers to inform the court that they don’t intend to testify against their
bosses.

ICC Judges Throw out Ruto Case
Capital News
By Rob Jillo
January 19, 2011

Suspended Higher Education Minister William Ruto has lost a case filed at the
International Criminal Court (ICC) in which he had wanted to block prosecutor
Luis Moreno-Ocampo from seeking summons against him before being told what
charges he is facing.

Mr Ruto's lawyer Katwa Kigen filed the application on December 9 at the ICC Pre-Trial
Chamber requesting that his client's case be heard before Mr Ocampo presented a case
against six Kenyan personalities in connection with the post-election violence.

Mr Ruto had also wanted Mr Ocampo stopped from applying for any summons against
those he intended to prosecute in connection with the 2007-2008-post election violence
until he undertook fresh investigations without relying on previous reports.

The application was filed a week before Mr Ocampo presented a case against Mr Ruto and
five others whom the prosecutor argues bore greatest responsibility over the post
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election violence.

In his application, Mr Ruto had wanted to appear as amicus curie (friend of the court)
under rule 103 of the Rules of Procedure and Evidence.

In their ruling Ekaterina Trendafilova (presiding judge), Hans-Peter Kau and Cuno
Tarfusser said the Mr Ruto cannot appear as amicus curie since he is a subject of
investigations by the Court's prosecutor.

"A plain reading of rule 103(2) of the Rules clearly excludes a person, subject to the
Court's investigation, from submitting an application pursuant to the said rule. It is
unfeasible that the said person be permitted to submit an amicus curiae application
and/or observation and subsequently be called upon to respond to his or her own
observations," the judges ruled in the unanimous decision.

"If rule 103 of the Rules was meant to permit a person under the Court's investigation to
submit amicus curiae observations, it would have excluded him or her from responding to
his or her own observations. The core rationale underlying an amicus curiae submission is
that the Chamber be assisted in the determination of the case by an independent and
impartial intervener having no other standing in the proceedings."

"Accordingly, the Applicant cannot be granted leave to submit observations. It follows
that the second request outlined in the Application and any other request (namely, the
first and third requests) developed on the basis of this provision, must be rejected."

Mr Ocampo is seeking to indict Mr Ruto, Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta, former
Industrialisation Minister Henry Kosgey, Head of Public Service Francis Muthaura, former
Police Commissioner Maj Gen Hussein Ali and journalist Joshua arap Sang.

Mr Kigen told Capital News: " I just got my ruling from the ICC... the application was
dismissed."

Mr Ruto had claimed that Mr Ocampo had linked him to the post election violence based
on a report by Kenya National Human Rights Commission without conducting his own
independent investigation.

In the application, Mr Ruto contended that he stood to suffer irreparable harm if the
prosecutor decided to present a criminal case that included his name before the ICC
judges.

He said he believed the prosecutor formed an opinion that he could be a suspect because
he was adversely mentioned by the Waki and the Kenya National Commission on Human
Rights reports.

Mr Ruto said there was no way the prosecutor could claim to have conducted his own
investigation, considering that the agreement between the ICC and the Kenya
Government granting the ICC investigators status, immunities and privileges and
authorising them to operate in Kenya was signed in September 2010, yet from as far
back as April 2010, the prosecutor had started writing to "suspects" including Mr Ruto
and requiring them to explain what they know about the post-election violence of 2007-
2008.

He argued that it appeared the Prosecutor was relying on the investigations of others
rather than his own to identify witnesses, thereby violating the law.

The main grounds for Mr Ruto's application filed through lawyer Katwa Kigen in The
Hague were that:

(a) The Prosecutor has failed to conduct his own independent, fair and impartial
investigations as required by the law, instead he continues to rely on and publicly defend
the reports compiled by others.



(b) The Prosecutor has failed to comply with article 54(1) of the Rome Statute to
investigate both incriminating and exonerating evidence equally, by particularly refusing
to investigate the veracity of claims made under the oaths and statutory declarations Act
to the effect that witnesses were induced, coached and compromised to implicate Mr Ruto
with the post-election violence of 2007-2008. Instead, the Prosecutor "disowned" the
witnesses in question rather than questioning them together with those who had coached
them, to establish the authenticity of the claims.

(c) Until now, the Prosecutor has failed to provide him with any specific allegations made
against him with respect to the post-election violence thereby denying him an
opportunity to exonerate himself, seriously prejudicing his right under article 55(2) of the
Rome Statute as a person who has been interviewed by the prosecutor and his right to be
presumed innocent provided for under article 66 of the statute.

In the application, Mr Ruto requested the court to:

1) Supervise the investigations and ensure that they are done in accordance with the law.

2) Compel the Prosecutor to conduct his own independent, fair, impartial investigations
and to stop defending the reports of investigations done by others.

3) Compel the Prosecutor to investigate rather than dismiss evidence exonerating Mr
Ruto, especially claims that certain witnesses were induced, coached and compromised to
implicate him.

4) Restrain the Prosecutor from applying for any summons to appear or warrants of
arrest with respect to Kenya's post election violence before this application is heard and
determined.

Mr Ruto travelled to The Hague on November 4 where he engaged the ICC investigators
for three days and claimed to have set the records straight on his alleged role in the post
election violence.

The Eldoret North MP has been accusing the Kenya National Commission on Human
Rights of bribing witnesses to give false evidence to the ICC.

Ali Wants Inclusion in ICC Pre-Trial
Capital News
By Bernard Momanyi
January 24, 2011

Former Police Commissioner Major General (rtd) Mohammed Hussein Ali has
now filed an application at the International Criminal Court (ICC) seeking to be
given a hearing by the pre-trial chamber judges who are reviewing his case and
that of five other Kenyan suspects.

In a suit filed last Thursday, Maj Gen Ali argues that he is not likely to get justice unless
he is involved by the pre-trial chamber which is assessing a case filed by ICC Prosecutor
Luis Moreno Ocampo who wants him and the other five suspects indicted for allegedly
masterminding or financing the 2008 post election violence in Kenya.

Sources told Capital News that the case was filed by a Canadian Lawyer jointly with his
two Kenyan counterparts Gerishom Ottachi and Evans Monari who are representing the
Postmaster General.

"The application was filed on Thursday and it has been duly received at the ICC courts
registry," a source privy with the matter said.

The two Kenyan lawyers were not immediately available for comment neither was the
Postmaster General.

It is understood that Maj Gen Ali has already prepared a strong defence which he wants
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to present to the pre-trial chamber judges at the ICC once given a chance to appear
before them.

He argues in his application that since Mr Ocampo failed to give him a chance to present
evidence exonerating him from the accusations levelled against him, it is imperative for
the judges handling his case to allow him to present what he has.

The former police chief says in the application that he was "prepared to give evidence any
time, if allowed to do so."

The former Police Commissioner is being accused of authorising police to use excessive
force in Kisumu and Kibera where hundreds of youths were shot dead by the police.

"They (police) were killing hundreds of people identified as supporters of the Orange
Democratic Movement," Mr Ocampo said when he presented his case to the pre-trial
chamber judges.

"The prosecution considers that during the PEV he authorised the use of excessive force
against ODM supporters and facilitated attacks against ODM supporters."

In December 2010, Mr Ocampo presented to the pre-trial chamber cases against Maj Gen
Ali and five others whom he said were responsible for the 2008 post election violence
which left some 1,500 people dead and displaced 650,000 others in what is considered
the worst political crisis in the country's history.

Others on the ICC list are the Head of the Civil Service Francis Muthaura, Deputy Prime
Minister Uhuru Kenyatta, suspended Higher Education Minister William Ruto and Tinderet
Member of Parliament Henry Kosgey who stepped aside from the Industrialisation
Ministry to face abuse of office charges.

Kass FM presenter Joshua arap Sang is the only civilian in the list of suspects.

Late last year, Mr Ruto moved to the ICC pre-trial chambers through lawyers Katwa Kigen
and Dr Kithure Kindiki, seeking orders by the judges to stop Mr Ocampo from applying for
summons against him on grounds that he was relying on witnesses who had been
coached to implicate him.

The pre-trial chamber judges however dismissed his case last week but his lawyers have
indicated that they will file an appeal to challenge the ruling.

Legal experts now say the application filed by Maj Gen Ali is different from that of Mr
Ruto which has been dismissed because the earlier one was filed before the Prosecutor
applied for the summons.

"If the former Police Commissioner has filed an application seeking to be heard at the
ICC, then the application is valid and it comes at the right time. It has not, in any way,
been overtaken by events like it was the case with the one filed by the Hon Ruto," one
legal expert said.

Another application still pending at the ICC pre-trial chamber includes that of the nine
senior police and provincial officers who want a stay of the process of interrogating them
in Nairobi.

They include Central Provincial Commissioner Japhter Rugut, Ernest Munyi (Coast), Paul
Olando (Western) and former Rift Valley PC Hassan Noor Hassan.

The police chiefs include those who served in the Coast at the time, King'ori Mwangi, Njue
Njagi who served as Nairobi PPO, Joseph Ashimala who served as Rift Valley PPO and
Grace Kaindi who headed Nyanza Province.

The security chiefs are represented by Lawyers from the law firms of Ogetto & Otachi
Advocates and Daly and Figgis.



Last week, Justice Kalpana Rawal who is the ICC-designate judge announced that she had
decided to put the process of interrogating the security chiefs on hold until February 24,
after their lawyers told that their application was still pending at the ICC.

ICC Asks Kenya to Help Seize Suspects' Property
The Standard
By Cyrus Ombati and Ben Agina
January 26, 2011

The International Criminal Court (ICC) now wants Kenya to support it in the
freezing or seizure of property of the Ocampo Six when the Pre-Trial Chamber
judges issue summons on the suspects.

The latest development follows reports the issue of Kenya’s deferment of the ICC trial will
feature during an Intergovernmental Authority on Development (Igad) meeting to be held
on the sidelines of the African Union Summit on Saturday.

Sources told The Standard the Kenya case would be adopted by Igad and attached as a
resolution of the African Union. AU will in turn make a recommendation to the United
Nations Security Council asking it to defer the case.

Igad chairman, Ethiopian President Meles Zenawi, recently met Vice-President Kalonzo
Musyoka and agreed to support the Kenya agenda.

The court wrote to the Cabinet subcommittee on ICC last week, guiding the Government
on the kind of co-operation it expects from Kenya if the summonses are issued.

In the letter, the ICC states the procedure of tracing and freezing or seizure of proceeds,
property and assets and instrumentalities of crimes for the purpose of eventual forfeiture
and compensation to the victims of the violence.

The letter also requested for taxation waiver of property of the court, which will be
imported from March.

ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo named suspended Higher Education Minister William
Ruto, Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta, Head of Public Service, Francis Muthaura,
Postmaster-General Hussein Ali, suspended Industrialisation Minister Henry Kosgey, and
radio presenter Joshua Sang, in December as key suspects of the violence.

This means if, and when the judges issue their summons, the court would apply for
freezing and seizure of their property.

It also emerged that five officials from the ICC arrived last week, and wrote to the
chairman of the Cabinet sub-committee, George Saitoti, saying they did not want any
help from the Government in their mission.

Although their mission remained secret, informed sources said they are here as part of
the team mandated to profile and trail the property to be targeted for seizure.

The development, according to informed sources, is a clear indicator on the direction that
the cases before the court may take soon.

The Rome Statute, which Kenya is a signatory to, compels State parties to, in accordance
with the provisions of it and under procedures of national law, to comply with requests by
the Court to provide assistance in relation to investigations or prosecutions.

Some of the suspects, including Ali, Kosgey and Sang, have received letters from the
prosecutor’s office to give their exonerating evidence.

Ali has so far hired Canadian lawyer John Philpot and local lawyers Evans Monari and
Gerishom Otachi to represent him at ICC.

He last week moved to The Hague and filed an application before Pre-trial chamber
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seeking to participate in the proceedings before the possible issuance of summons
against him.

Ali says in his application that since the prosecutor decided to name him publicly as a
suspect before according him an opportunity to give his side of the story, it was
imperative that he be part of the summons proceedings.

He wants to give appropriate submissions on the requisite evidentiary standard regarding
the issuance of summons.

[back to contents]
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ICTR Defers Referral Applications for Two Rwandan Fugitives
Hirondelle News Agency
January 18, 2011

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) has deferred the
proceedings in relation to two applications for referral of cases to Rwanda for
trial involving fugitives Fulgence Kayishema and Charles Sikubwabo, pending
their arrest or determination of a similar application of genocide detainee, Jean
Uwinkindi.

"The Chamber decides that the proceedings in relation to the Prosecution's motion for the
referral of Fulgence Kayishema (and) Charles Sikubwabo's case to the authorities of the
Republic of Rwanda, including the appointment of counsel for the Accused, shall be
deferred until the Accused (are) arrested or until a final decision has been made in
relation to the request in Uwinkindi case, whatever comes first," a Trial Chamber ruled.

Prosecutor Hassan Jallow filed the three applications for referral of the cases against
Kayishema, former judicial police inspector of Kivumu commune in Kibuye prefecture
(Western Rwanda), Charles Sikubwabo, ex-mayor of Gishyita commune in the same
prefecture and Uwinkindi, Rwandan Pentecostal Church Pastor, on November 4, 2010.

The Chamber recalled that Kayishema and Sikubwabo were still at large and, therefore,
the matter pending was not in particular urgent as long as the accused have not been
arrested.

It considered further that information that would be gathered in relation to referral
request concerning Uwinkindi and the outcome of that case, in particular in the event of
an appeal, was likely to impact on the issues that would be raised in relation to the
referral requests concerning the two fugitives.

The first five similar applications made in 2007 were rejected because the Chambers
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were of the view that the accused would not receive fair trials in Rwanda as a result of
the laws in existence in the country at that time.

Uwinkindi, currently detained at the UN Detention Facility in Arusha, was arrested on
June 30, 2010 in Uganda as he was coming into the country from the neighbouring
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). He pleaded not guilty to charges of genocide and
extermination, as a crime against humanity, in his further appearance on December 1,
2010.

Distinction Between Moderate and Extremist Hutus was Propaganda
Hirondelle News Agency
January 19, 2011

Genocide-accused and President of the ruling party in Rwanda in 1994, MRND,
Mathieu Ngirumpatse Wednesday alleged before the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) that his party was for peace and unity for all
Rwandans.

"Our speeches, manifesto, structure, constitution and even our motto was for peace and
unity," Ngirumpatse told a three-men bench presided by Judge Dennis Byron.

Led in his examination in chief by his Co-counsel, Frédéric Weyl, Ngirumpatse described
as " propaganda" concept of moderate Hutus and Hutu extremists, blaming the media,
opposition parties and the Rwandese Patriotic Front as agents of that propaganda.

"They wanted us (MRND) to loose our bearing," he alleged stating that one of the reasons
he joined the MRND party and not the opposition was that it stood for peace, unity and
democracy and it was open for dialogue and reconciliation for Rwandans.

Ngirumpatse who was testifying in his own defence for the second day also denied that
people were expelled from his party on ethnic grounds.

"No one was excluded, discriminated or expelled from the party because of being Hutu,
Tutsi or Twaa," he said, insisting, that was their policy.

The witness elaborated that he was happy to serve Rwandans during genocide and did
not attempt to dump them and go to exile like what many others did. "I believe I am the
hero for serving other people. I do not regret staying behind. I made a difficult choice in
difficult circumstances. It was easier to abandon the people but it was more difficult to
stay behind," he narrated.

Ngirumpatse who continues with his testimony on Thursday is jointly tried alongside his
Vice President, Edouard Karemera who has already concluded his defence case.

The two are charged mainly with crimes committed by members of their party. The
Prosecution has indicted them for their superior responsibility as top officials of the
MRND.

ICTR Asks Rwanda Nine Questions in Referral Request Proceedings
Hirondelle News Agency
January 20, 2011

The International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) has asked Rwandan
government nine questions to justify its readiness to receive and try cases from
the Tribunal, created by UN Security Council to prosecute key perpetrators of
the 1994 genocide.

On November 4, 2010, the Prosecutor of ICTR filed three new applications for referral of
cases to Rwanda for trial involving Pastor Jean Uwinkindi, detained at the UN Detention
Facility in Arusha and Fulgence Kayishema and Charles Sikubwabo, who are still on the
run.
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A referral bench has already deferred proceedings for Kayishema, former judicial police
inspector of Kivumu commune in Kibuye prefecture (Western Rwanda) and Sikubwabo,
ex-mayor of Gishyita commune in the same prefecture, pending their arrest or final
determination of Uwinkindi's case.

In the case of Uwinkindi, another referral bench Tuesday entered a decision, inviting
Rwanda to appear as amicus curiae (friend of court) and requested her to answer nine
questions to assess whether the accused would receive a fair trial.

The questions include whether Rwandan legal system was able in practice to provide the
accused adequate legal representation, financial support to an indigent accused and
facilitate security, travel and investigations for defence.

It also seeks to know whether there were any impediments defence may face in
discharging its function and what facilities and procedures exist for ensuring witnesses
and victims are securely and safely accommodated and transported to trial places.

The Tribunal wants to know whether Rwanda's witness protection programme functional
was in practice, the detention facilities for accused persons comply with international
standard and were there any threats the prosecution or defence witnesses could face
before, during and after testifying.

It requests to know what procedures exist for procurement and facilitation of safe and
secure travel for witnesses, particularly from Rwandan witnesses residing abroad and
such witnesses would be able to benefit from a safe passage to and from Rwanda.

Furthermore, it seeks to know whether Rwandan regulations governing arrest and
detention of accused would be afforded to Uwinkindi the same protection as what applied
by Tribunal.

In another decision entered the same day, the Tribunal allowed Human Rights Watch
(HRW) to appear in Uwinkindi's case as amicus curiae. In the first five similar applications
filed in 2007, the non-governmental organization had also appeared aa a freind of the
court. The motions were dismissed by ICTR chambers.

The Rwandan government and the organization have been directed to file their amicus
brief within 21 days of the date of the decision.

Military Academy was Headquarters for Killers, Claims Witness
Hirondelle News Agency
January 20, 2011

The Non-Commissioned Officers School (ESO) was headquarters for killers in
Butare prefecture (Western Rwanda) during the war, former Rwandan
Gendarme, Corporal Anaclet Dufitumukiza, told the International Criminal
Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) on Thursday.

"ESO was a school, but also a military camp. During the war it was a headquarters for the
killers in Butare," claimed Dufitumukiza while testifying as fifth prosecution witness
against ex-Rwandan military officer, Captain Ildephonse Nizeyimana. He maintained that
between April and July 1994, ESO was a command unit for operations.

Led by Trial Attorney Yasmine Chubin, the witness alleged further that he witnessed ESO
soldiers killing Tutsi refugees at Cyahinda Parish in the prefecture on April 19, 1994. "ESO
soldiers were determined to exterminate the Tutsis. They were heavily armed,"
Dufitumukiza stated.

Asked by the bench how sure he was that soldiers at the parish came from ESO, the
witness replied, "I know the soldiers", he responded, explaining his gendarmerie camp
was not far from the military academy.

Nizeyimana is charged with genocide, extermination, murder and rape. According to the
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indictment, he authorized, ordered or instigated soldiers from ESO, where he was based,
to kill Tutsi refugees at Cyahinda Parish Church in Nyakizu Commune.

The captain's co-counsel, Cainnech Lussiaa'-Berdou, however, appeared to disagree with
prosecution's position on the defendant's de facto or de jure authority at ESO.

The witness, however, maintained: "I was a gendarme. I spent ten years in the
gendarmerie (in Butare). I could see Nizeyimana giving orders and directives whenever I
go to the camp." Dufitumukiza said, as a driver, he used to go to the ESO camp to look
for fuel or for maintenance of the vehicle he was driving.

The trial continues Monday. Capt. Nizeyimana was arrested in Uganda on October 5,
2009. He has pleaded not guilty to all six charges.

Survivor Claims Ndahimana was not Present During the Attack
Hirondelle News Agency
January 24, 2011

A survivor of massacres at a church in Western Rwanda Monday told the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) that former mayor, Grégoire
Ndahimana, was not present when Tutsi refugees were attacked and killed at
Nyange Parish in April 1994.

"I did not see Ndahimana during the attack," said defence witness code-named ND-7 to
protect her identity, referring to April 15, 1994, when an extensive attack was launched
at the parish. She was testifying for Ndahimana, ex-mayor of Kivumu Commune in
Kibuye prefecture.

Examined by defendant's lead counsel Bharat Chadha, the witness, currently living in
Rwanda, failed to hold back her tears when accounting the horror she encountered during
the attack. The court had to rise for ten minutes to allow her calm down.

On resumption, the witness claimed to have cheated death after escaping to a presbytery
room where she remained in hiding until April 17, 1994 when Ndahimana came to the
parish and took her alongside 26 other injured survivors to the health centre for
treatment.

According to the witness, there had been other attacks, including that of April 16, 1994
when the church at the parish was completed destroyed, killing several other Tutsi
refugees, and she did not see Ndahimana around.

Doubting the witness's testimony, Trial Attorney Segun Jegede wanted to know how she
could see what was going on at the parish, including the arrival of Ndahimana while she
had gone into hiding. However, the witness maintained, "the window was near. We could
stand and peep through and see what was happening."

She mentioned other authorities who led the attacks as Fulgence Kayishema, former
judicial police inspector of the commune, Telesphore Ndungutse and Anasthase Rushema,
both teachers. She also saw Father Athanase Seromba, currently serving life
imprisonment, as he was always with authorities and attackers.

The trial continues Tuesday. Ndahimana, who is charged with genocide or complicity in
genocide, in the alternative and extermination, as a crime against humanity, allegedly
planned the massacres at Nyange Parish jointly with other officials.

Captain Nizeyimana Ordered Soldiers to Kill Tutsi Lady, Witness Claims
Hirondelle News Agency
January 25, 2011

Former Rwandan Military officer Monday claimed before the International
Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) that genocide-accused, Captain Ildephonse
Nizeyimana, ordered soldiers to kill a Tutsi lady accompanying him at a
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roadblock in Butare town on May 5, 1994.

"Go and execute this Inyenzi," he said, quoting Nizeyimana when directing a corporal at
the road block. He was testifying against the accused as prosecution witness when he
added, "the soldiers obeyed. They took her and later I heard three gun shots. She had
screamed when soldiers were killing her."

The word Inyenzi, according to the witness code-named ZAK, was used for description of
enemies to be killed ascribed to Tutsis. Led by Trial Attorney Drew White, the witness said
that when the lady identified as Beata Uwambaye was abducted he was ordered to
remain in the vehicle.

According to the witness, he was evacuating the lady from Kigali where there was fighting
to Cyangugu (Southwest Rwanda) using a vehicle, but they were stopped at the
roadblock at Gikongoro road junction leading into Butare near the National Museum. The
roadblock, he claimed, was manned by young soldiers under Nizeyimana's supervision.

"After I had greeted Capt. Nizeyimana he was surprised and asked me where I was
taking that Inyenzi. I explained to him my relationship with her and our destination, but
he did not understand. He took the gun in my possession. He also took keys of the
vehicle. He ordered the soldiers to go and kill her," the witness said.

Asked by the bench whether he had heard in his own ears Nizeyimana giving such order,
the witness was quick to respond, "The closest distance must be one meter. He took keys
of the vehicle from by hands."

He explained that the soldiers took the lady below the road and came back after 20
minutes with one wiping a bayonet stained with blood. Thereafter, the witness said, the
accused left the place in a military Jeep.

The witness narrated that he stayed at the roadblock for about 30 to 40 minutes before
being forced to board a bus to Kigali military camp where he was detained for a week for
assisting an Inyenzi to escape.

During cross-examination, the defendant's co-counsel Cainnech Lussiaa'-Berdou,
suggested to the witness, among others, that Nizeyimana was not present in Butare town
on May 05, 1994 and could not, therefore, be present at the roadblock.

However, the witness replied, "I am the eye witness of the event. I cannot change my
description I have given earlier." The trial continues Wednesday. Capt. Nizeyimana is
charged with genocide, extermination, murder and rape. He was arrested in Uganda on
October 5, 2009. He has pleaded not guilty to the charges.

Appeal’s Judgment in Muvunyi’s Case to be Delivered in April
Hirondelle News Agency
January 25, 2011

The Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR)
will deliver judgement in the case of former Rwandan military officer,
Lieutenant-Colonel Tharcisse Muvunyi, on April 1, 2011.

In October 2010, the prosecution requested the Chamber to enhance to 25 years of
imprisonment a 15-year jail term imposed on the appellant for direct and public
incitement to commit genocide.

Trial Attorney Alfred Orono Orono submitted that the Trial Chamber should have
considered the appellant's individual capacity and gravity of offence committed as result
of his conducts. He claimed that the defendant was a high ranking military official.

Muvunyi, who was based in the Non-Commissioned Officers School (ESO) of Butare, was
convicted of direct and public incitement to commit genocide for giving a speech at
Gikore Centre, Butare Prefecture (Southern Rwanda) in May, 1994, allegedly leading to
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killings of Tutsis.

The appellant's lead counsel, William Taylor, sought for dismissal of the prosecutions'
arguments and that his client's appeal against conviction and sentence should be allowed,
citing, among others, inconsistencies of evidence given to prove the charge beyond
reasonable doubt.

He submitted that allegations in relation to Gikore event were not supported by evidence,
particularly on whether the defendant had incited people to killings. While other
witnesses said Muvunyi gave incitement statements, others, most from defence testified
to the contrary.

The 15-year jail term was given by a Trial Chamber against Muvunyi on February 11,
2010, after the Appeals Chamber quashed a first conviction and 25 years imprisonment
sentence for genocide, direct and public incitement to commit genocide and other
inhumane acts, on grounds of errors in the indictment.

The Appeals Chamber had ordered a retrial on direct and public incitement to commit
genocide count, specifically on the speech Muvunyi made at Gikore Commercial Centre.

Callixte Mbarushimana Transferred to The Hague
Hirondelle News Agency
January 25, 2011

Rwandan rebel leader, Callixte Mbarushimana, was transferred to the
International Criminal Court (ICC) on Tuesday. The executive secretary of the
Democratic forces for the liberation of Rwanda (FDLR) faces charges of war
crimes and crimes against humanity, notably for rapes, acts of torture and
inhumane acts committed in 2009 in the eastern part of the DRC.

On October 11, 2010, Mbarushimana was arrested in France, where he had been living as
a political refugee since 2002. His lawyers had tried in vain to block his transfer to the
ICC, claiming it would result in him being sent back to Rwanda, where they argued he
would not get a fair trial.

According to the Prosecution, Mbarushimana was the highest leader of the FDLR since the
arrest of the two heads of the movement in Germany, in 2009.

The computer technician is also accused by Rwanda of participating in the 1994 genocide
while he was a UNDP employee in Kigali.

In April 2001, he was arrested in Kosovo following an international arrest warrant issued
by Rwanda. However, international judges ruling on his case decided against his
extradition on grounds that the death penalty was in force in Rwanda and because of the
weakness of the indictment.

The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), Carla del Ponte,
had also started an investigation against Mbarushimana at the time, but she closed the
case in 2002 without issuing an indictment.

Callixte Mbarushimana will appear before the court on January 28 to plead guilty or not
guilty. "Understand this well: rape can no longer be used as a weapon of war," the
prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocamp said in a statement. "In the ICC era, the fate of leaders
and commanders who plan or oversee campaigns of mass crimes against civilians is to
face justice."

[back to contents]
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Judgment in the Charles Taylor Trial: Final Chance to Determine Responsibility for the
January 1999 Attack on Freetown
CharlesTaylorTrial.org
By Alpha Sesay
January 19, 2011

When Special Court for Sierra Leone Judges (SCSL) in The Hague delivers their
final judgment in the trial of former Liberian President Charles Taylor sometime
this year, it could be the final chance to determine responsibility for the January
1999 rebel attack on Sierra Leone’s capital Freetown. Taylor is on trial for
allegedly supporting Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels in Sierra Leone, a
rebel group which attacked the country in March 1991, a war that would last for
eleven years.

The January 1999 attack on Freetown occupies huge significance in the history of the
conflict in Sierra Leone. For many, this event truly brought the world’s attention to an
otherwise forgotten conflict. Pictures on televisions of babies whose arms were
amputated by rebel forces while under the protection of their parents showed the world
that something serious was happening in that tiny West African nation. The January 1999
invasion also convinced the government of Sierra Leone that a military solution to the
conflict was almost impossible. There was a need to negotiate with the rebels, thus
leading to the signing of the 1999 Peace Agreement in Lome, Togo. This eventually led to
the release of RUF leader Foday Sankoh, who had been incarcerated since 1997.The scars
of this attack exist in Freetown until this day. Amputees still roam the streets of Freetown
as beggars, burnt houses still remain, and women still need medical help as a result of
being raped by rebel forces.

This year, on January 6, I participated in radio programs to commemorate the events of
that fateful day in 1999. Many civilians, including victims of the events of that day called
into the radio programs and made contributions. A woman recounted how rebel forces
poured petrol and set fire on her son even when she begged them to spare his life. She
cried as she recounted her experience. A man called and explained how she lost family
members on that day. Another called and spoke about how rebel forces burnt down his
house, leaving him homeless. In the streets of Freetown, an elderly amputee wept as he
explained how the rebels asked him to lay down his hand before it was chopped off by a
rebel young enough to be his grandson.

Sierra Leoneans agree on the nature of the crimes committed on that day, but they
cannot seem to agree on who committed these heinous acts.

Eleven years after this attack, debate is still hot among Sierra Leoneans as to who was
responsible for the carnage meted out on innocent civilians in Freetown. To some people,
the invasion was the work of RUF rebels, to others, it was the work of the Armed Forces
Revolutionary Council (AFRC), a group of Sierra Leonean soldiers, who in 1997 overthrew
the elected government of Sierra Leone and formed a junta government together with
RUF rebels. When the AFRC junta was forced out of power by West African peacekeepers
in 1998, they retreated to Sierra Leone’s provincial towns. These renegade soldiers, some
believe, were the ones who came back to Freetown on that fateful day.

There is still a school of thought with the belief that this invasion was a combined attack
by the AFRC and RUF as part of a joint criminal enterprise to destabilize and take control
of the territory of Sierra Leone. An influential voice among this group is the Office of the
Prosecutor (OTP) of the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
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During the trials at the SCSL, Prosecutors have led evidence in support their position.
Through several witnesses, first in the AFRC and RUF trials in Freetown, and reechoed in
the Taylor trial in The Hague, Prosecutors have maintained that this operation was a
combined AFRC-RUF affair, with support from that man now on trial in The Hague,
Charles Taylor.

However, two sets of judges in the AFRC and RUF trials ruled in 2007 and 2008
respectively that the 1999 attack on Freetown was an AFRC affair and that the RUF had
no involvement in it. The judges who presided over the AFRC trial now do the same in the
Taylor trial. Despite these decisions, prosecutors have not given up. With renewed vigor,
they have led witnesses who have testified in the Taylor trial that this was a combined
AFRC-RUF attack as part of a joint criminal enterprise in which Taylor played a vital role.
They allege that Taylor helped plan and finance this operation with supplies of arms and
ammunition to RUF rebels. Proof that the RUF were involved in this attack could have a
significant impact on the Taylor trial as an indirect way of linking Taylor to the atrocities
of January 1999. Such is the importance put on this evidence that the Prosecution had as
their final witness against Taylor, a 59 year old resident of Freetown, whose two arms
were amputated in Freetown in January 1999.

Defense lawyers for Taylor on their part have made all efforts to put this attack at the
door step of the AFRC. When former signal commander for the RUF, Mohamed B. Kabbah
testified as a prosecution witness against Taylor in September 2008, defense counsel
Courtenay Griffiths subjected him to such rigorous cross-examination that he was forced
to say that the RUF were not involved in the attack on Freetown. Kabbah had, however,
earlier said that Taylor called RUF commander Sam Bockarie to congratulate the RUF for
invading Freetown. After Kabbah’s cross-examination, Taylor gave. Griffiths an open
handshake in court, a sign of saying "well done."

Defense lawyers also brought in convicted former interim leader of the RUF, Issa Hassan
Sesay, now serving a 52 year jail term for his role in the Sierra Leone conflict, to testify
on behalf of Taylor. In his testimony, Sesay said that the RUF was not involved in the
January 1999 invasion of Freetown. His comment in this regard prompted huge
condemnation from Sierra Leoneans.

As things stand, even with the judgments in the AFRC and RUF, in which it was
determined that the 1999 attack on Freetown was an AFRC, not an RUF affair, the debate
still remains among many Sierra Leoneans. If the Judges in the Taylor trial become
swayed by new evidence about those events some 11 years ago, they will be at liberty to
change their previous decision and apportion responsibility to the RUF, and by extension
Taylor, if it is proved that he was involved in a joint criminal enterprise with the rebels. If
Prosecutors have shown no new evidence that adds to those presented in the AFRC and
RUF cases, then the Judges might just stick to their original judgment - that it was an
AFRC affair.

This all means that as far as responsibility for the 1999 attack on Freetown is concerned,
the jury is still out, and the Taylor trial might well be our very last chance to determine
responsibility for those events, events that residents of Freetown will not forget in a
hurry.

Sierra Leone War Crimes Court Refuses to Grant Charles Taylor More Time to Wrap Up
Defence
The Canadian Press
By Mike Corder
January 20, 2011

International war crimes judges refused Thursday to grant former Liberian
President Charles Taylor more time to file a written summary of his defence
case, as his trial for allegedly orchestrating atrocities in Sierra Leone draws to a
close.

Taylor's lawyer, Courtenay Griffiths, told judges at the Special Court for Sierra Leone that
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he cannot submit a summary of defence arguments until the court rules on several
outstanding motions, including one based on diplomatic cables released by
WikiLeaks.Griffiths had been told to file the summary by Jan. 14, but said he could not
because of the outstanding motions.

Among them is one calling into question the court's independence following a cable from
the U.S. Embassy in the Liberian capital, Monrovia, released by WikiLeaks.In the leaked
cable, diplomats warn that if Taylor is acquitted and returns to Liberia it could destabilize
the country's fragile peace.

"The best we can do for Liberia is to see to it that Taylor is put away for a long time" the
cable, dated March 10, 2009, said. It also suggested that building a case against Taylor in
the U.S. could be one way of ensuring he does not return to Liberia should he be
acquitted by the Sierra Leone tribunal.

Griffiths said the cable showed the tribunal is not independent, "because the Americans
are already putting in place contingency plans so if Mr. Taylor is acquitted they will put
him on trial again in the United States."

Judges have dismissed the motion, but Griffiths has asked for permission to appeal.
Presiding Judge Teresa Doherty said that the three-judge panel ruled by majority that
Taylor "does not have the option of obeying or disobeying" court orders. She added that
Taylor could apply to amend his final statement if necessary.

Ugandan judge Julia Sebutinde disagreed with the decision, saying that "in my view it is
not fair" to order Taylor to file the summary before the court has ruled on all motions.

Griffiths said he was shocked by the decision and would likely not deliver closing
arguments in court at a hearing scheduled to start Feb. 8.

"I have never heard of criminal proceedings where you have closing arguments when
there are a number of substantial legal issues outstanding," he told The Associated Press
after Thursday's hearing.

Taylor has pleaded innocent to 11 charges of supporting rebels responsible for some of
the worst atrocities committed during Sierra Leone's bloody civil war that ended in 2002,
including hacking off the limbs of their enemies with machetes.

Prosecutor Brenda Hollis had urged judges not to grant Taylor more time, saying that it
would "let him sit in the middle of the courtroom and run the trial. He has no such
right."Tens of thousands of people were killed in Sierra Leone's 1991-2002 civil war,
which was marked by militia members who hacked off the limbs, noses or lips of their
victims, and the widespread recruitment and use of child soldiers, many of them drugged
to desensitize them to the horrific acts they were forced to carry out.

Taylor denies involvement and insists he was a statesman who tried to bring peace to the
volatile West African region after he was elected Liberia's president.

At Status Conference, Defense Lawyers Say They Will Not File Final Trial Brief Until
Outstanding Matters Are Dealt With
CharlesTaylorTrial.org
By Alpha Sesay
January 21, 2011

Charles Taylor’s defense team will not file any final trial briefs until several
outstanding motions before the Trial and Appeals Chamber are disposed of, the
former Liberian president’s lead defense counsel, Courtenay Griffiths, told the
Special Court for Sierra Leone judges at a status conference Thursday in The
Hague.

The status conference had been convened to give defense lawyers the opportunity to
explain why they had failed to file their final trial brief on the January 14, 2011 deadline
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that had been ordered by the judges, and also why they had refused to accept service of
the prosecution’s final trial brief.

"Mr. Taylor has provided us with written instructions that we are not to file a final trial
brief until such a time as decisions are reached on all outstanding motions and appeals,"
Mr. Griffiths told the court yesterday at the opening of the status conference.

"This is not meant to be a delaying tactic. It is a point, in our submission, of fundamental
principle," Mr. Griffiths added.

When asked by the Presiding Judge of the Trial Chamber, Justice Teresa Doherty, whether
it is the intention of the defense team to submit a final trial brief, Mr. Griffiths responded
that "we do intend to file a final brief, circumstances permitting."

Mr. Griffiths explained that at the time that the Court made an order for final briefs to be
submitted by all parties on January 14, 2011, certain matters which must be addressed
by the Court had not arisen. These matters, Mr. Griffiths said, are important in order to
decide "on all the issues to include in [the defense] final brief."

"At the time the order was made, we did not know, for example, about the WikiLeaks
cables which implicated the very integrity of the Prosecution and the Court," Mr. Griffiths
said.

On why the defense had refused to accept service of the prosecution’s final brief, Mr.
Griffiths told the court, "We do not want to be accused in due course of tailoring our final
brief, no pun intended, based on the contents of the Prosecution’s submissions. We want
our submissions to stand alone in their own right."

When asked to respond to the submissions made by the defense, Chief Prosecutor Brenda
J. Hollis told the Court that the "accused has made a deliberate election not to file a final
trial brief."

Ms. Hollis added that to allow the accused to file final briefs only when conditions are
appropriate for him will, "in effect, let him sit in the middle of the courtroom and run the
trial."

"He has no such right. No accused has such a right," Ms. Hollis added.

Mr. Griffiths on his part responded, "Mr. Taylor is not seeking to control these
proceedings. He is seeking, instead, to get a fair trial."

The judges adjourned briefly to deliberate on the matter. When court resumed, the
judges issued a majority ruling, with Justice Julia Sebutinde dissenting.

In the ruling, which did not say in clear terms whether and when the defense were to file
their final brief, the judges, by majority said, "The majority of the Trial Chamber, Justice
Sebutinde dissenting, consider that they have not heard submissions that causes the Trial
Chamber to review or amend the original orders rendered on 22 October 2010."

The order of October 22, 2010 required all parties to submit final trial briefs by January
14, 2011.

The judges added, "The outstanding appeals and motions referred to were filed after the
Defence closed its case, at a time when the Trial Chamber expected that the Defence
would be preparing its final brief."

"The decisions on outstanding motions and appeals may call for further orders to be
made in relation to the presentation of the Defence case and in the interests of a fair
trial. But the Trial Chamber emphasises that any such orders will be made by the Trial
Chamber and not by Mr Taylor. Mr Taylor does not have the option of obeying or
disobeying court orders as he sees fit," the judges added.



In her dissenting opinion, Justice Sebutinde said, "For me, it would not be fair to ask the
defendant to wrap up his defence when there are issues on the table of the judges that
we have not been able to deal with yet. In other words, the ball is in the court - is in the
court of the Court, so to speak."

"In my view, it is not unreasonable for Mr Taylor to say to the judges, ‘I will file a trial
brief as soon as you give me the judgments or the decisions that I’m waiting for.’ On the
other hand, what we are saying to Mr Taylor is, ‘File a piecemeal final brief in your
defence,’" she added.

The Presiding Judge, Justice Doherty, then adjourned proceedings until February 8, 2011
when closing arguments will commence.

War Crimes Court Dismisses Taylor's Claims of Bias Over Cables
Reuters Africa
January 28, 2011

The Special Court for Sierra Leone trying former Liberian President Charles
Taylor for war crimes on Friday dismissed a challenge to its impartiality that
was based on U.S. embassy cables published by WikiLeaks.

Taylor, who denies all charges of instigating murder, rape, mutilation, sexual slavery and
conscription of child soldiers in wars in Liberia and Sierra Leone in which more than
250,000 were killed, had been allowed to use the cables as evidence in court.

But on Friday the court rejected a motion by Taylor's lawyers seeking disclosure and an
investigation into the identity of sources that the U.S. government has within the court's
trial chamber, prosecution and the registry.

In its filing, Taylor's defence said the cables "raise grave doubts about the independence
and impartiality of the Special Court's prosecution of Charles Taylor."

One of the diplomatic cables leaked by WikiLeaks last month contained comments made
by a U.S. ambassador that if Taylor was acquitted or given a light sentence, his return to
Liberia could "tip the balance in a fragile peace".

Another cable stated that U.S. contacts in The Hague-based court's prosecution and
registry said one of the judges may be trying to time proceedings so as to be in charge
when the judgement was handed down.

The judge named in the cable, Julia Sebutinde, rejected the allegation and excluded
herself from the ruling on the cables to ensure objectivity.

In its ruling, the court said the cables did not demonstrate that such contacts may have a
relationship with the U.S. government capable of interfering with its independence or
impartiality.

Officials from the court's registry and prosecution interact on a regular basis with
governments from a number of countries as part of their official functions, it added.

Both the prosecution and defence have already finished presenting their evidence, but
the court ruled in favour of a defence motion seeking to re-open its case for the "limited
purpose" of admitting into evidence two U.S. cables.

[back to contents]
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European Court Rules Croatia Failing Over War Crimes
Amnesty International
January 21, 2011

Amnesty International has again urged the Croatian authorities to investigate
war crimes committed during the 1991-1995 war following a key European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruling that could allow thousands of victims seek
justice internationally.

The ECHR yesterday found that the Croatian authorities were responsible for the lack of
adequate investigations into the disappearance and deaths of two war crimes victims in
1991, despite the country only becoming part of the European Convention on Human
Rights in 1997.

“This judgement creates a significant precedent, allowing victims of war crimes
committed during the wars in the former Yugoslavia to seek justice before the ECHR if
states do not carry out adequate investigations into those crimes.” said Marek
Marczynski, Amnesty International’s expert on Croatia.

The ruling centred around two cases, including that of a woman whose husband was shot
by the Yugoslav army in 1991 in Vukovar.

Despite some evidence being gathered by the authorities, no meaningful progress was
made in the investigation and 2010 proceedings were terminated under an Amnesty law.

The second complaint was filed by Josipa Skendžić and her children, Tamara Krznarić and
Aleksandar Skendžić, after their husband and father was arrested by the Croatian police
on 3 November 1991 in the family flat in Oto è ac. He never returned.

Skendžić tried to establish the whereabouts of her husband by contacting the local
authorities and the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of the Interior, the Ombudsman and
the Vice-President of the government. A local investigation was launched but no progress
made.

The Court judgment established that although the authorities cannot be held legally
accountable before the ECHR for deaths and enforced disappearances – as they occurred
before Croatia joined the Convention – they still had the obligation to investigate those
crimes, which they failed to fulfil.

“Victims of war crimes deserve justice. The Croatian authorities have been reminded yet
again that their ongoing failure to bring those responsible for such crimes to justice
violates international law,” – said Marek Marczinski.

In its latest report Behind a wall of silence: Prosecution of war crimes in Croatia published
in December 2010, Amnesty International documented how the justice system of Croatia
has failed to provide the victims of war crimes with access to justice.
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A.J. - the husband of the first applicant - was taken away from his family home in
Vukovar on 3 October 1991 by three members of the Yugoslav People’s Army. A few
minutes later his wife could hear gunshots and soon after saw her husband lying dead in
front of the house.

She reported the case to the police immediately and a criminal case was lodged in March
1992 with the military prosecutor in Osijek. An investigation followed in August 1992 and
between 1993 and 1997 she and other witnesses gave their testimonies to the court in
Osijek.

Between 1997 and 2000 there was no progress in the investigation as the alleged
perpetrators resided outside the jurisdiction of the Croatian authorities. In November
2000 the case was transferred to the Vukovar County Court after the Croatian authorities
had regained the control over the region of Eastern Slavonija in 1998.

Despite the fact that in 2001 one of the suspects was arrested and that several witnesses
testified in the case, nobody has ever been brought to justice for the killing of A.J.

In July 2010 the proceedings were terminated as the charges against the suspects had
been reclassified as armed rebellion based on the Amnesty Act.

In the second case filed by Josipa Skendžić and her two children their husband and father
was arrested by the Croatian police on 3 November 1991 in the family flat in Oto è ac. He
never came back home. In March 1998 upon request from the family he was decaled
dead by Croatian courts.

Investigative measures were ordered by the Gospi æ County Prosecutor only in July
2000, following yet another inquiry by the Skendžić family and a letter to the Minister of
Justice. After that several attempts were made to identify those responsible for the
disappearance of Skendžić but they failed to bring any results.

[back to contents]
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Trial Verdict in Trbić Upheld
State Court of BIH
January 17, 2011

Following a public hearing, the Appellate Panel rendered the Appellate Verdict,
refusing as unfounded the appeals submitted by the Prosecutor’s Office of BiH,
the Defense Counsel for the Accused Trbić and the victims, and upholding the
Trial Verdict of October 16, 2009 in its entirety.

Under the Trial Verdict, the Trial Panel found the Accused Milorad Trbić guilty of the
criminal offense of Genocide, as a participant in a joint criminal enterprise, in the period
from July 12 to November 30, 1995, together with Colonel Ljubiša Beara, Lieutenant
Colonel Vujadin Popović, Lieutenant Drago Nikolić and others, with a common purpose
and a plan to capture, detain, summarily execute and bury all able-bodied Muslim men
from the Srebrenica enclave, who were brought to the Zvornik Brigade area of
responsibility. The Panel found that the alleged common purpose and plan are
tantamount to the commission of the crime of Genocide. Therefore, for participating in
the joint criminal enterprise, the Accused Trbić was sentenced to the long-term
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imprisonment of 30 years.

The Accused was acquitted of the counts related to the Bratunac Brigade area of
responsibility, considering that the Panel did not find sufficient evidence to convict the
Accused for participation in this operation beyond a reasonable doubt.

The maximum penalty for this offense is 45 years. According to the law, the Panel must
also consider the extenuating circumstances. In sentencing the Accused, the Panel found
that there are both mitigating and aggravating circumstances. In its consideration of the
mitigating circumstances, the Panel found that Trbić did not participate in the overall
planning of these criminal acts hence the criminal sanction reflects his level of liability in
the overall plan.

The Prosecutor of the Prosecutor’s Office of BiH, the Defense Counsel for the Accused and
a certain number of victims appealed the Trial Verdict in a timely manner.

The Prosecutor appealed on the grounds of the erroneously and incompletely established
state of facts and the decision on sentence, and moved the Appellate Panel of the Court
to grant the Appeal as well-founded and revoke the contested Verdict in part, specifically
in its acquitting part, as well as to order a retrial before the Appellate Panel, and to
uphold the Trial Verdict in its sentencing part. As for the sentence, the Prosecutor moved
that the Trial Verdict be reversed, and the Accused Milorad Trbić sentenced to the long-
term imprisonment of 45 years.

The Defense Counsel for the Accused appealed the Trial verdict on all grounds, including
essential violations of the criminal procedure, violations of the Criminal Code, the
erroneously established state of facts and the decision on the sentence, and moved the
Panel to revoke the contested Verdict in its sentencing part, hold a hearing, after which
the Appellate Panel would review the facts and evidence properly and in accordance with
the law, eliminate the referenced and other major criminal procedure violations, and
acquit the Accused Milorad Trbić of the charges.

Appeals were also filed by a certain number of victims, against the part of the Verdict on
the costs and property claims. Namely, given the poor financial standing of the Accused,
he was exempted from paying for the costs of criminal proceedings, while the victims
were referred to take civil action in view of their property claims.

On October 21, 2010, the Appellate Panel held a public hearing, where the Prosecutor
and the Defense Counsel for the Accused briefly presented their appeals and maintained
their respective grievances in their entirety. In their view, oral presentations of their
adversary were unfounded; hence they moved the Court to refuse them as such. In
review of the grievances, the Appellate Panel found their grievances to be meritless, and
upheld the Trial Verdict.

Božidar Kuvelja Ordered into Custody
State Court of BIH
January 19, 2011

On January 19, 2011 the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) rendered a
Decision in the Božidar Kuvelja case ordering the suspect Božidar Kuvelja into
one-month custody. Pursuant to this Decision his custody may last until
February 17, 2011. Božidar Kuvelja is suspected of the criminal offense of
Genocide.

Having examined evidence that was submitted, the Court concluded that there is
grounded suspicion that the suspect committed the criminal offense he has been charged
with. The Court ordered the suspect into custody having found that there are particular
circumstances indicating that, if released, he might hinder the inquiry by influencing
witnesses and accomplices.Furthermore, the Court ordered custody due to exceptional
circumstances, which indicate that, given the manner of its perpetration or its
consequences, the release of this person would result in a realistic threat to public order.
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Šefik Alić Sentenced to 10-year Imprisonment
State Court of BIH
January 21, 2011

On January 20, 2011 a Panel of the Appellate Division of Section I for War
Crimes pronounced the second instance verdict finding the Accused Šefik Alić
guilty of having committed the criminal offense of War Crimes against Prisoners
of War, in violation of Article 175 paragraph (a), in conjunction with Articles 21,
29 and 180 (1) of the Criminal Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina and sentenced
him to 10-year imprisonment.

Šefik Alić was found guilty because on August 05, 1995 as the Assistant Commander for
Security of the Hamza Battalion of 505th Brigade of the 5th Corps of the BiH Army,
whose duties and responsibilities included the questioning of prisoners, providing
protection and securing their safe passage to the Brigade Command, he acted in
contravention of the rules of international law inasmuch as he, together with Tewfik Al
Harbi, irregular soldier, during the military operation named “Oluja”, in which members of
the Hamza Battalion captured four members of the Army of Srpska Krajina, in whose
physical and mental abuse he personally participated as well as in depriving them of their
lives, in a way that despite the fact that he had a duty to protect them he failed to do so,
which specifically includes his failure to prevent Tewfik Al Harbi from having further
contact with the prisoners even though he was aware of a realistic danger and risk that
Tewfik Al Harbi posed to the prisoners.

Under the April 11, 2008 the First Instance Verdict the Trial Panel acquitted Šefik Alić of
charges that he committed the aforesaid criminal offense.

The Prosecutor of the BiH Prosecutor's Office filed a timely appeal from the
aforementioned verdict, moving that the Appellate Panel revoke the First Instance Verdict
and order a hearing before a Panel of the Appellate Division. The appeal filed by the BiH
Prosecutor's Office was granted, while the verdict of the Court was revoked in the BiH
Court's Decision dated March 23, 2009, and a hearing was ordered to take place before
the Appellate Panel.

The Appellate Panel found that the appeal by the BiH Prosecutor's Office was well-
founded, that the First Instance Panel erroneously and incompletely established the state
of facts, and that the challenged verdict contained wrong conclusions about decisive
facts, which resulted in misapplication of substantive law by the First Instance Panel.

During the new proceedings the Appellate Panel listened to the audio recordings of
evidence given by both the BiH Prosecutor's Office's and Defense's witnesses during the
first instance proceedings and accepted all documentary evidence that was presented.

Vlatko Jarak Pleaded Not Guilty
State Court of BIH
January 27, 2011

At the plea hearing held before Section I for War Crimes of the Court of BiH, in
the Vlatko Jarak case, the accused Vlatko Jarak pleaded not guilty.

On December 23, 2010, the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina confirmed the Indictment
charging the accused Jarak with the criminal offense of War Crimes against Civilians.

The Indictment alleges that the accused Vlatko Jarak, as a member of the HVO /Croat
Defense Council/ Brigade Knez Domagoj, in the period between early July and mid
August 1993, together with other unidentified HVO members, committed violence,
intimidation, violation of bodily integrity and forced transfer and detention of civilians.
The Indictment alleges, inter alia, that the accused Jarak, on July 16, 1993, together with
two other unidentified HVO members, tied up the hands of three detained Bosniaks with
a barbed wire. After that, the accused allegedly hit one civilian with an automatic rifle two
times, cursed his Balija’s mother and then fired several shots aiming above his head. As
further alleged in the Indictment, the captured civilians were then unlawfully detained.
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Furthermore, in early Agust 1993, the accused Jarak, togehter with other unidentified
HVO members, allegedly participated in the forced transfer of Bosniak civilians from the
Stolac Municipality. The accused Jarak is also charged that in the period between early
July until August 1993, together with two unidentified HVO members, all of them armed,
he repeatedly visited a house owned by a Bosniak civilian and threatened to kill him. Due
to these threats and out of fear this civilian committed suicide.

Milko Mucibabic Dies
Balkan Investigative Reporting Network
January 28, 2011

The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina has terminated the criminal proceedings
against Milko Mucibabic, former member of the Public Safety Station in
Nevesinje, because he has died in hospital.

The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina announced that Milko Mucibabic died in the General
Hospital in Nevesinje, where he was receiving medical treatment.

In March 2009, a first instance verdict was pronounced against Mucibabic, sentencing him
to five years and three months in prison for crimes committed in Nevesinje during the
course of 1992. Under the same verdict Krsto Savic was sentenced to 20 years in prison.

“On the basis of evidence we have seen, the Court has determined that Mucibabic carried
out other people's orders and did not demonstrate any discriminatory intentions. The
Court has further determined that the indictees were aware of the crimes and the fact
that they were part of an attack against the non-Serb population,” the first instance
verdict says.

The first instance verdict was revoked in June 2010. The Appellate Chamber of the Court
of Bosnia and Herzegovina ordered a retrial, which began in November 2010.

In late December 2010, the Appellate Chamber rendered a decision, on the basis of a
proposal made by Savic's Defence, to separate the case against Milko Mucibabic from the
case against Savic, because the second indictee had been hospitalized.

“The Chamber recognised the fact that Krsto Savic is in custody as another important
reason. The duration of the custody has to be reduced to the minimal necessary period of
time.

"In this concrete case it is uncertain when indictee Milko Mucibabic will be released from
hospital and when his attendance and participation at the trial held before the Court of
Bosnia and Herzegovina can be ensured,” the State Court said in its decision.

Savic, former Chief of the Safety Services Center in Trebinje, which also covered public
safety stations in Gacko, Bileca, Nevesinje and Kalinovikc, is charged with having
participated in a joint criminal enterprise and crimes committed in those municipalities in
1992.

Predrag Kujundzic Sentenced to 17 Years In Prison
Balkan Investigative Reporting Network
January 28, 2011

The Appellate Chamber of the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina has sentenced
Predrag Kujundzic, former Commander of the Predini Vukovi Unit with the
Republika Srpska Army, to 17 years in prison for crimes against humanity
committed in Doboj.

In October 2009 Kujundzic was sentenced to 22 years in prison for committing forcible
resettlement, inhumane treatment, persecution, rape and holding people in sexual
slavery, as well as for other inhumane acts committed against the non-Serb population in
Doboj in 1992.
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Under the same verdict he was acquitted of the charges that he repeatedly participated in
the torture of civilians in “Percin disko”, including causing severe bodily injuries and
forcing civilians to “eat soap and fight with each other”.

The Prosecution of Bosnia and Herzegovina appealed the verdict, asking the Court to
revoke the part of the verdict acquitting him of charges and pronounce a longer
imprisonment sentence. The Defence called on the Court to revoke the verdict and order
a retrial before the Appellate Chamber.

The Appellate Chamber partially upheld the Defence's appeal and revised the part of the
verdict pertaining to Kujundzic's participation in an attack on Grapska village, Doboj
municipality, as well as the charge alleging that he took detainees from “Percin disko”
building and used them as human shields and the part pertaining to the length of the
sentence.

“The Prosecution's appeal is rejected as groundless. The acquittal part of the verdict is
therefore confirmed,” the Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina said in its announcement.

The parties do not have the right to appeal the verdict.

[back to contents]
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ICTY Judges Hold Peer-To-Peer Meeting with Judges from Former Yugoslavia
ICTY.org
January 17, 2011

Judges from the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
(ICTY) meet today with their peers from Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Serbia, Montenegro, the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Kosovo to
share experiences in adjudicating war crimes cases.

The peer to peer meeting is part of the regional War Crimes Justice Project led by the
OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) which aims to
enhance the capacity of legal professionals in the region in the processing of complex
war-crimes cases.

Some 20 judges, mainly from appellate courts in the region, participated in the meeting
with Judge Fausto Pocar and Judge Carmel Agius from the ICTY. The judges discussed
several topics including the protection of witnesses and victims, the definition of
“civilians” in war crimes cases and the role of appellate judges in reviewing cases.

“This project is essentially about strengthening the capacity of regional justice systems to
conduct war crimes trials in an effective and fair manner, consistent with the highest
international standards of due process. It is about your justice systems and meeting your
needs, but it is also about a shared commitment to the rule of law which is tested on a
daily basis in courtrooms across the OSCE region,”said Douglas Wake, First Deputy
Director at OSCE ODHIR, during the official opening of the Peer to Peer meeting.

Judge Pocar stated that sharing common experiences with judges in these courts
strengthens the local judiciary but also enhances the work of the judges at all levels.“It is
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not just about the transfer of technical resources or knowledge, but it comes to sharing
experiences, because we all have the same goal and we are faced with common problems
in working on cases,"concluded Judge Pocar.

ICTY judges had a similar session with Bosnia and Herzegovina judges in Sarajevo in
December 2010, and a regional meeting of judges in Belgrade in September 2010. These
exchanges of experiences will continue throughout the region in the coming months.

The War Crimes Justice Project is a 4-million euro regional project funded by the
European Union and carried out by ODIHR in partnership with the ICTY, the UN
Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute and OSCE field operations.

ICTY Wants 240 Years in Jail for Six Bosnian Croats
Croatian Times
January 19, 2011

The International Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia (ICTY) prosecutors
are asking for a total of 240 years in prison for six Croats from Bosnia and
Herzegovina accused of crimes against the state’s Muslim population.

Jadranko Prlic, Slobodan Praljak, Milivoj Petkovic, Bruno Stojic, Valentin Coric and
Berislav Pusic have been charged with persecuting and exiling members of the Muslim
population from parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina with an intent to annex those areas to
Croatia.

The six had leading roles in the creation and governance of the short-lived, self-
proclaimed entity Herzeg-Bosna, formed during the Yugoslav wars fought between 1991
and 1995.

The ICTY's charges implicate Croatia and its first President Dr. Franjo Tudjman, who is
said to have headed the "joint criminal project" that the six are accused of implementing,
the daily Jutarnji List writes.

The defendants did not work independently but have been fulfilling Dr. Tudjman's plan as
well as those of other leaders from Zagreb, the prosecutors claim. According to the
charges, Tudjman had planned ethnic cleansing and annexation of certain parts of Bosnia
and Herzegovina in order to create a "Great Croatia" that would extend to the borders of
Banate of Croatia that existed from 1939 to 1941.

The six are accused for a series of crimes including persecution, formation of
concentration camps and murder, the daily Jutarnji List writes.

Bosnian Serb Command Structure "Crystal Clear"
Institute for War and Peace Reporting
By Rachel Irwin
January 21, 2011

A former member of the United Nations peacekeeping operation in Sarajevo told
the Hague tribunal trial of Radovan Karadzic this week that the Bosnian Serb
army could not initiate attacks on the city without first receiving orders from
the army’stop commander.

“The … command in Sarajevo could not take [its own] initiative,” said anonymous witness
KDZ450, who testified in French with digital image distortion.

“It was General [Ratko] Mladic who was telling them, act on Sarajevo in order to exert
pressure on the Muslims so they would stop their actions in the rest of Bosnia-
Hercegovina,” the witness continued. “For me it was crystal clear.”

Mladic, who remains wanted by the tribunal, was commander of the Bosnian Serb army
and subordinate to Karadzic, who from 1992 to 1996 was president of the self declared
Bosnian Serb entity, Republika Sprska, RS.
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Karadzic – who represents himself - stands accused of planning and overseeing the 44-
month siege of Sarajevo that left nearly 12,000 people dead. His army is accused of
deliberately sniping and shelling the city’s civilian population in order to “spread terror”
among them.

The indictment - which lists 11 counts in total - alleges that Karadzic was responsible for
crimes of genocide, persecution, extermination, murder and forcible transfer which
“contributed to achieving the objective of the permanent removal of Bosnian Muslims and
Bosnian Croats from Bosnian Serb-claimed territory”. He was arrested in Belgrade in July
2008 after 13 years on the run.

During the cross-examination, Karadzic asked the witness to elaborate on his previous
statements regarding the “initiative” of the Bosnian Serb army.

“The [Sarajevo Romanija] corps could only take the initiative to return fire,” the witness
reiterated. “When they had to launch an action… on Sarajevo and when there was a link
with an operation outside Sarajevo, [the corps commander] was receiving orders from
the higher command, from Mladic.”

After posing some questions in private session, Karadzic asked if the witness agreed that
the “civilian head of state and the civilian commander of the army does not deal with
operative and tactical issues, only strategic issues?”

“I do not understand the difference you are making between operational and tactical,” the
witness replied.

Karadzic also asked the witness to identify a “single case” where the Bosnian Serb side
“started action” in Sarajevo.

The witness pointed to a shelling incident that killed eight people on February 4, 1994, in
a residential area of Dobrinja.

“The shell fell and it was clearly identified as coming from the Serb sector and it led to
the casualties of civilians - adults and children,” the witness said. “As far as I know,
Dobrinja [was] not a military target and [this] only led to civilian deaths.”

The witness mentioned another shelling incident in the area of Alipasino Polje on January
22, 1994, in which six children were killed.

“Those examples show that actions were taken, and were … targeting the population and
coming from the Bosnian Serbs,” the witness said.

Karadzic then contended that the origin of the shell was never established in the Alipasino
Polje incident.

“For technical reasons it wasn’t possible to ascertain where the shell was coming from,
but there were suspicions,” the witness said.

“But we informed you that we didn’t open fire, and we still claim that all major incidents
involving civilian casualties originated from those who wanted to involve NATO as a
warring party on their side,” Karadzic replied.

He also contended that “as many as 5,000 troops” from the Bosnian government army
were deployed in Dobrinja at the time of the February 4 shelling.

“Did you know that?” Karadzic asked.

“The confines of Dobrinja were indeed on the confrontation line, but shells arrived in a
residential area and only caused civilian casualties,” the witness responded. “This is what
I noticed, and I could tell without a doubt that those shells were coming from an area
controlled by Bosnian Serbs.”



“Who established that?” Karadzic asked.

“An investigation carried out by UNPROFOR [UN Protection Force] services,” the witness
said.

Karadzic countered that he had “managed to prove” that there was a mistake in this
report through the testimony of a prior witness.

He was interrupted by Judge Howard Morrison, who told the accused that it was “not
appropriate to put a witness’s testimony to another witness and claim it has been proved.

“It’s not accurate, and certainly not appropriate,” the judge said.

Karadzic later asked if the witness had “proof” that Bosnian Serb forces targeted civilians.

“Do you know there were up to 70,000 Serbs living in the Muslim part of Sarajevo?” he
asked.

“I was not aware of exact figures, but I was aware of the fact that Serbs were living in
the Bosnian Muslim-controlled part of city,” the witness said.

“Is there a difference between Serbs and Muslims when you see them walking in the
street?” Karadzic asked.

“It is difficult to tell them apart and you are quite right to underscore this,” the witness
answered.

“If Serbs are the type of criminals who wouldn’t spare civilians, how [did they do this]
considering that one third of the population was Serbs? Is any proof that [Bosnian Serbs]
deliberately targeted civilians?” Karadzic asked.

“I have proof that civilians were targeted and fire was coming from a sector controlled by
Serbs,” the witness answered. “That’s what I can ascertain here.”

The witness acknowledged that it was often difficult to establish the origin of fire, but
they “tried to do it every time” and also sent protests to the side they believed to be
responsible.

At the end of the cross examination, prosecuting lawyer Carolyn Edgerton asked some
follow-up questions.

“Did the protests [regarding shelling incidents apply] equally to both sides or more
frequently to one of warring factions?” she asked.

“We sent more protests to Bosnian Serbs than we did to Bosnian Muslims,” the witness
said.

“Did this signify anything in terms of the establishment of the origin of fire?” Edgerton
asked.

“This demonstrates that we established that the origin of fire came more often from
Serbian

sector than it did from the Muslim sector,” the witness said.

The trial continues next week.

ICTY Delivers New Set of Transcripts to Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Serbia
ICTY.org
January 21, 2011

The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia today delivered
approximately 2,000 pages of transcripts produced in local languages to the

http://www.icty.org/sid/10585


authorities in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH), Croatia and Serbia.

The transcripts were delivered as part of the War Crimes Justice Project (WCJP), which
aims to enhance the capacity of regional judiciaries to handle complex war crimes cases
and assist the transfer of knowledge and materials from the ICTY to the former
Yugoslavia. The provision of transcripts in the local languages is expected to improve the
ability of legal practitioners in the region to access and utilise testimony given before the
ICTY.

The transcripts are being produced in the local languages from the audio recordings of
the ICTY court hearings. Until October 2010, the trial transcripts were available only in
English and French, the official languages of the ICTY.

“These transcripts are of precious assistance and will speed up the process of determining
the full individual responsibility for war crimes committed during the 1990s. We are
aware that transcribing court proceedings is a lengthy task, and therefore the War Crimes
Prosecutor’s Office is actively engaged in prioritising these documents. The continuation
and expansion of this project will be one of the key elements of the gradual transfer of
responsibility for the adjudication of war crimes from international to national level,” said
the office of the War Crimes Prosecutor in Serbia

Since the launch of the WCJP in September 2010, the ICTY has delivered 4,500 pages of
public trial transcripts to the authorities in Croatia, Serbia and BiH. The Tribunal aims to
produce a minimum of 60,000 transcript pages in local languages as part of the Project

The War Crimes Justice Project is a 4-million euro regional project funded by the
European Union and carried out by the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and
Human Rights (ODIHR), in partnership with the ICTY, the UN Interregional Crime and
Justice Research Institute, and OSCE field operations.

Seselj to Mount Oral Challenge
Institute for War and Peace Reporting
By Rachel Irwin
January 21, 2011

Vojislav Seselj announced at a hearing at the Hague tribunal this week that he
will mount an oral challenge to the prosecution’s case in an attempt to have the
charges against him dropped.

“I’m convinced that the prosecution has nothing in regards to each of the counts,”
exclaimed Seselj, who represents himself. “They cannot link me to any of the charges…
They have not presented any evidence. It’s totally hazy.”

All defendants at the tribunal have the opportunity to challenge the prosecution’s case
after it is completed in a process known as the Rule 98 bis procedure. If the judges find
there is absolutely no evidence to support the charges in the indictment, they can enter a
full or partial acquittal before the defence case even begins.

Until the hearing this week, it was unclear whether Seselj planned to mount such a
challenge, and even then it took several minutes – and inquires from all three judges - to
get a straight answer from the accused.

“The entire Serbian public and the world public following these proceedings are convinced
of an acquittal based on 98 bis, and that you will compensate me financially,” Seselj
exclaimed. “I’m suffering every single day and more so day after day.”

Arrested in 2003, Seselj is charged with nine counts of war crimes and crimes against
humanity – including murder, torture and forcible transfer – for atrocities carried out in
an effort to expel the non-Serb population from parts of Croatia and Bosnia between
August 1991 and September 1993. He remains leader of the Serbian Radical Party, SRS,
based in Belgrade.

http://iwpr.net/report-news/seselj-mount-oral-challenge


Seselj’s trial has endured repeated delays since it officially began in November 2007, a
full year after the original trial date was postponed due to the accused’s hunger strike.
Seselj was found guilty of contempt in July 2009 for revealing confidential details about
protected witnesses in one of the books he authored. The accused is set to face a second
contempt trial on similar charges.

Presiding judge Jean-Claude Antonetti said the 98 bis hearing would probably take place
around March 8 or 9, during which Seselj would have four hours to present oral
arguments. A few weeks after the hearing, the bench will enter a judgement of “acquittal,
partial acquittal or no acquittal”, Judge Antonetti said.

The trial process is able to continue after several months of “standby mode” because a
handwriting expert appointed by the Seselj bench has finally deemed the so-called Mladic
diaries – over 3,000 pages of wartime notes said to have been written by Bosnian Serb
army commander Ratko Mladic, who remains wanted by the tribunal – to be authentic.

The notebooks were seized by the Serbian authorities last spring and a number of them
have already been admitted as evidence in the trial of ex-Bosnian Serb president
Radovan Karadzic.

Judge Antonetti said the chamber will decide shortly if portions of the notebooks can be
admitted as exhibits in the Seselj trial, as the prosecution requested several months ago.

Bosnian Serb Political and Military Ties Probed
Institute for War and Peace Reporting
By Velma Saric
January 21, 2011

An expert witness in the trial of former Bosnian Serb police officials Mico
Stanisic and Stojan Zupljanin this week continued his analysis of documents
which the prosecution at the Hague tribunal claim show cooperation between
Bosnian Serb military and political leaders.

Stanisic and Zupljanin are accused of crimes committed between April 1 and December
31, 1992, in 20 municipalities throughout Bosnia and are alleged to have participated in a
joint criminal enterprise in 1992, the goal of which was the permanent removal of
Bosniaks, Bosnian Croats and other non-Serbs from the territory of an intended Serb
state.

Prosecutors say that this criminal plan was led by Bosnian Serb president and Hague
indictee Radovan Karadzic, former Bosnian Serb parliamentary speaker Momcilo Krajisnik,
ex-Bosnian Serb president Biljana Plavsic and Bosnian Serb wartime commander General
Ratko Mladic.

Zupljanin, who became an adviser to Karadzic in 1994, is accused of extermination,
murder, persecution, and deportation of non-Serbs in northwestern Bosnia between April
and December 1992.

Stanisic is charged with the murder, torture and cruel treatment of non-Serb civilians, as
well as for failing to prevent or punish crimes committed by his subordinates.

Military expert Ewan Brown, a British army officer, worked on intelligence and strategy
between 1986 and 1996. From 1998 to 2008, he was employed by the Hague tribunal,
including four years in the prosecutor's office.

The prosecution witness discussed documents he used during his compilation of reports
on military action in Republika Srpska, RS, during 1992, which speak of meetings
between the Bosnian Serb military and political leadership, the unification of Serb lands
and the creation of the Bosnian Serb Army, VRS.

The witness also referred to excerpts from Mladic’s wartime diaries from May and June of
1992.

http://iwpr.net/report-news/bosnian-serb-political-and-military-ties-probed


The journal extracts belong to material seized by Serbian authorities last February from
family members of Mladic, the commander of the main staff of the Bosnian Serb army
from 1992 to 1996, who is wanted for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity.

At the beginning of the trial, prosecutor Joanna Korner pointed out “directive number
two”, a long document from July 22, 1992.

Among other things, the prosecutor said that the document described how a “significant
military and diplomatic victory had been achieved”; how conditions were created for the
establishment of the political and military leadership; and how “by the establishment of a
corridor in eastern Bosnia and the Bosnian Posavina, the centuries-old striving for
physical unity between Serbs from Bosnia and from Srpska Krajina [in Croatia] with their
motherland of Serbia, had become true”.

In her introductory statement in September 2009, Korner had argued that evidence
showed there was close cooperation between the Yugoslav army, JNA, the VRS and the
Bosnian Serb police, as well as between various members of the Bosnian Serb and
Yugoslav authorities.

The witness said this week that there had undoubtedly been cooperation between
Belgrade, the JNA and the VRS during 1992, adding that “it particularly related to the
army” and included discussions on issues such as weapons, ammunition and finances.

The prosecutor presented Brown with several excerpts from Mladic’s wartime diaries from
May and June 1992, which described meetings between military and political
representatives of the Bosnian Serbs and spoke of the creation of an army for the RS and
“the unification of Serb lands”.

The prosecutor told the court that, after he had looked into the excerpts from Mladic’s
diaries, the expert witness compiled a report, which was this week included onto the
record.

“You clearly state that the documentation you reviewed included not only [Mladic’s]
diaries, but also certain other documents which you considered relevant and important
for certain questions,” said the prosecutor, asking, “What exactly are these diaries and
why was an officer supposed to have such a diary?”

“I think that [high-ranking] JNA officers were supposed to have diaries of such or similar
nature,” Brown replied. “I had seen them on many times, they mostly contained notes,
mentions, lists and comments of activities, such as in General Mladic’s case,” answered
the witness.

The prosecutor then mentioned a meeting described in the diary which took place on the
evening of May 16, 1992, between Karadzic, Krajisnik, former defence minister Blagoje
Adzic and a group of generals from Bosnia.

According to the diary, the discussion included “general staff problems, government
seats, uniforms”.

“What is this about?” Korner asked. “It must have been one of the first meetings on the
establishment and formation of the Republika Srpska Army, and senior generals from
Bosnia were meeting the political leadership of the SDS [the Serbian Democratic Party] to
discuss [its] organisation,” the witness said.

The prosecutor then asked whether Mladic had quoted Karadzic as saying “we will soon
be one state and one army, we will unite with the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, but we
will not add anything to Serbia”.

The witness confirmed this.

“The next page says, ‘We are on the threshold of achieving our centuries-old dream to
create a state without many internal enemies’ – is this the topic that kept repeating, and



appeared six days later at the assembly session?” Korner went on to ask.

“Yes, in fact, the same phrase was used at the assembly session and I noticed it in
several other places, although less so in military documents,” the witness answered. “Do
these discussions between political or, strictly speaking, civilian persons appear on many
occasions in these diaries?” asked the prosecutor.

“Yes, there are many references to some very low-level meetings Mladic had had, for
example on the municipal and regional level, it seems he took care to hold meetings with
all these people,” the witness replied.

The trial continues next week.

Domestic Prosecutions In The Former Yugoslavia

UN, Balkan Prosecutors Meet to Share Experience in Prosecuting War Crimes
The Associated Press
January 20, 2011

Serbia's war crimes prosecutor's office says their counterparts from a U.N.
tribunal and other Balkan countries have met to share experience on complex
cases stemming from the Yugoslav wars in the 1990s.

The statement says the prosecutors discussed handling of war crimes probes or the
responsibility of the war commanders for the atrocities committed by their troops. The
Serbian prosecutor's office says some 20 prosecutors attended Thursday's meeting in the
capital Belgrade.

The U.N. court in The Hague, Netherlands, has launched a €4 million ($5.4 million) EU-
funded project to help national judiciaries in the former Yugoslavia try war crimes cases
after the tribunal closes in the coming years.

The tribunal was set up in 1993 by the U.N. Security Council.

Serbia Sentences 9 Ex-Kosovo Rebels for War Crimes Against Serbs in 1999
Canadian Press
By Jovana Gec
January 21, 2011

Serbia's war crimes court sentenced Friday nine former Kosovo Albanian rebels
to prison terms ranging from eight to 15 years for atrocities against Serbs and
other non-Albanians in the aftermath of the 1998-99 conflict.

The Serbian court said the group took part in the killing of 80 Kosovo Serb civilians and
kidnapping of 153 in the area around the eastern town of Gnjilane in 1999, after NATO
bombing forced Serb troops to pull out of Kosovo and hand over control.

The rebels moved in after the Serb troops left, attacking the Serbs, killing many,
dismembering their bodies, torching their homes and raping the women, said Snezana
Nikolic Garotic, the judge.

The ruling illustrates lingering tensions over the Serb-Albanian conflict in Kosovo, more
than a decade after it ended. While most of the 10,000 people who died in the war were
ethnic Albanians, Serbia has sought to underscore the Serb suffering as well. Kosovo
declared independence in 2008, a move that Serbia refuses to recognize.

Serbian prosecutors have charged 17 people for the Gnjilane atrocities but eight of them
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remain at large and their trial will continue in absentia.

The defendants on trial in Serbia have denied the charges against them.

A defence lawyer, Ilija Radunovic, described Friday's verdict as "political and designed to
serve political purposes," and said he would appeal.

"It is ages away from professional and correct implementation of the law," he said.

The sentencing also sparked outrage among the ethnic Albanians in a southern region
bordering Kosovo where the nine former rebels were arrested in 2008. Local leader
Ragmi Mustafa said the process against the group amounted to a "pure political show."

However, prosecutor Bruno Vekaric said the proceedings were held in accordance with the
"highest standards."

"This was a high risk trial, we worked under a lot of pressure," he said.

Serbia Wants Indicted Croat Extradited
B92
January 21, 2011

Serbia has asked Bosnia to extradite Croatian national Tihomir Purda, wanted
on a war crimes indictment.

Serbian Deputy War Crimes Prosecutor Bruno Vekarić said this office "with regret
accepted the decision" of Croatia not to request Purda's extradition.

He also said that if Bosnia extradites the indictee, Serbia will "invite all monitors" to
oversee the trial.

Meanwhile, Tihomir Purda will stay in custody in Bosnia-Herzegovina for another 22 days,
because of the extradition request.

According to Croatian media, Court of Bosnia-Herzegovina Spokesperson Selma Hadžić
has stated that Serbia filed on Thursday a request to extend Purda's custody for a
maximum 40 days.

The request was submitted so Serbia would have enough time to supply the documents
needed to decide on a potential extradition, Hadžić noted, adding that the court decided
to grant the request.

Purda has been in custody since January 5, when he was arrested based on a warrant
issued by Serbia. He was originally supposed to stay in custody for 18 days.

If Serbia fails to provide the documents needed for an extradition, Purda could
automatically be set free.

In 2007, Serbia issued a warrant for the arrest of Purda and two other Croats on
suspicion that they shot at wounded JNA soldiers in 1991 and killed two of them, while
the third died in a hospital. According to reports, the Croatian authorities knew about the
warrant but did not act on it.

Kosovo Municipality to Sue Serbia for War Crimes
SETimes.com
January 28, 2011

The municipality of Hani i Elezit/Elez Han is preparing a lawsuit against the
state of Serbia for war crimes. Local authorities approved the initiative on
Thursday (January 27th) and a commission has been established to gather
evidence and lead the process. Still unclear is the period that the lawsuit will
cover, but it will likely focus on the last decade of Serbia's regime in Kosovo,
from 1989 to the end of the war in 1999. Hani i Elezit/Elez Han is a small
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municipality in eastern Kosovo, near the Macedonian border. The lawsuit will
mention crimes against the civilian population committed by Serb police,
military and paramilitary forces.

Serbian Documents Show No Basis for Purda´s Trial
Croatian Times
January 28, 2011

The accusatory document against Croatian war veteran Tihomir Purda shows no
evidence that would justify starting criminal proceedings against him, Croatian
Television has reported.

The station reported that the document submitted by Serbia and reviewed by HTV's
journalists contains no information that would warrant starting a trial against him.

Purda is being charged with armed rebellion against the former Yugoslavia (SFRJ) and for
violating Geneva conventions by having killed two wounded former Yugoslav Army (JNA)
soldiers.

The warrant for Purda's arrest was issued by an investigative judge from a military court
in Belgrade. The same court suspended the procedure against Purda as he cannot be
tried as a civilian on the first account, while the court had no jurisdiction over trying war
crimes.

The president of the Association of Croatian War Invalids (HVIDRA) Josip Djakic has
demanded the removal of the Croatian ambassador to Belgrade over Purda's case. He
believes the act would show dissatisfaction with Serbia's behaviour toward Croatian
judiciary, in particular the State Attorney's Office in Osijek which said that there was no
basis to try Purda.

HVIDRA has also requested a freeze in diplomatic relations with Serbia until legal
questions surrounding Croatian veterans are resolved.

If Bosnia and Herzegovina decides to extradite Purda to Serbia, HVIDRA would seek
Croatian Minister of Justice Drazen Bosnjakovic's resignation, the daily Jutarnji List
writes.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs Gordan Jandrokovic said that he is not certain that the
ambassador's removal would help Purda's case.

"We will exhaust all legal means and act in Croatia's interest, but also in the interest of
Mr. Purda," Jandrokovic said.

Serbia has submitted a list of 34 Croatian veterans wanted for war crimes, out of which
seven face arrest. Purda was detained at a border crossing between Croatia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina and is currently awaiting a decision over his extradition to Serbia.

[back to contents]
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US War Crimes Ambassador Wants Cases Pursued
VOA Khmer
By Kong Sothanarith
January 17, 2011

US War Crimes Ambassador Steven Rapp met with Khmer Rouge tribunal
officials last week and urged both the Cambodian and international sides of the
court to cooperate in two controversial cases.

Case Nos. 003 and 004, which would require further indictments and charge Khmer
Rouge cadre beyond those already in detention, are sitting at the office of investigating
judges, but top court and government officials have said they should not proceed lest
they create national instability.

However, in an interview with VOA Khmer, Rapp said he urged official to move the
investigations forward.

“We want to make sure that the court is able to conclude its investigation on all matters,”
he said in an interview Saturday . “Our view is that [the government] will cooperate fully
with the court.”

Public remarks by Prime Minister Hun Sen critical of further indictments have caused
critics to claim there is governmental interference with the tribunal process, a claim the
government denies.

Rapp, who stayed Thursday through Sunday, said his visit had convinced him the
investigations will go forward. “The indication I have is that the cooperation is there and
ongoing and as it's required,” he said.

Rapp's visit comes after a stopover by US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, who said
proper funding of the tribunal must be a priority. In addition to tribunal staff and the
government, he met with diplomats from donor countries.

Rapp will also visit Thailand and Japan before a meeting with donors in New York over
funding later this month.

Tribunal spokesman Reach Sambath said Rapp's visit was “an encouragement” for
tribunal staff and donors.

KRT Lawyers Call for Defendants' Release
The Phnom Penh Post
By James O’Toole
January 20, 2011

Lawyers for former Khmer Rouge Brother No 2 Nuon Chea and head of state
Khieu Samphan have lodged bids for their clients’ release on bail ahead of the
historic second case at Cambodia’s war crimes tribunal.

In applications dated Tuesday and filed to the court’s Trial Chamber, the lawyers charged
that judges in the court’s Pre-Trial Chamber had misinterpreted the tribunal’s internal
rules, causing Nuon Chea and Khieu Samphan to be detained unlawfully.
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The Khieu Samphan defence team argued that the maximum allowable period of pre-trial
detention provided for under the court’s internal rules had expired; the Nuon Chea team,
meanwhile, charged that the Pre-Trial Chamber judges had failed to issue a reasoned
decision for rejecting the lawyers’ appeal against their client’s indictment, as they are
required to do.

“This is a tribunal that tries to live up to international standards, and there are clear rules
under which we must labour,” said Jasper Pauw, a legal consultant for Nuon Chea. “The
judges are bending the rules in an attempt to keep Nuon Chea in provisional detention.”

Court rules state that defendants may be held in pre-trial detention for three years prior
to being indicted, though this period may be extended for four months following an
indictment at the discretion of the judges. Whether such an extension may be ordered
only once, or in succession by the investigating judges and again by the Pre-Trial
Chamber, is unclear, said Anne Heindel, a legal adviser at the Documentation Centre of
Cambodia.

Nuon Chea, Khieu Samphan and their fellow defendants – former Khmer Rouge foreign
minister Ieng Sary and social action minister Ieng Thirith – were arrested in 2007. The
quartet were indicted in September of last year, just before the three-year limit on Nuon
Chea’s pre-trial detention expired, and at that point, the tribunal’s Co-Investigating
Judges ordered their detention extended an additional four months.

In decisions issued last week, the court’s Pre-Trial Chamber ruled on the defendants’
appeals against the indictment and ordered that they remain in detention until they
appear before the Trial Chamber . This goes beyond the four-month extension provided
for in September by the investigating judges, which expired on Sunday.

The Khieu Samphan defence argued, however, that any extension of the detention
beyond this four-month period is unlawful.

“The decision of the Co-Investigating Judges to maintain Khieu Samphan in remand
ceases to have effect,” the lawyers wrote . “The Trial Chamber must order the release of
Mr Khieu Samphan immediately.”

Heindel said court rules stipulate that provisions open to interpretation be read in favour
of Khieu Samphan and the other accused.

“If there’s ambiguity in the rule and rules should be interpreted in favor of the defence, I
think they’re right,” she said.

The Nuon Chea team argued that because the Pre-Trial Chamber did not explain their
decision on the appeal against the indictment – only revealing the ruling and saying
reasoning would be provided “in due course” – they had not met the requirement for
Nuon Chea to be kept in detention.

Pauw acknowledged that there would be “outrage” if the defendants were released, and
Heindel said there would be “confusion and distress”.

“I think people wouldn’t understand that [a release on bail] wasn’t itself a judgment of
innocence,” she said. “It would take some explaining.”

Ieng Sary Wants Shorter Days in Court
The Phnom Penh Post
By James O’Toole
January 21, 2011

Lawyers for former Khmer Rouge foreign minister Ieng Sary have requested
that Cambodia’s war crimes tribunal limit hearings in their client’s upcoming
case to half-day sessions due to the 85-year-old’s fragile health.

In a filing dated Wednesday, the defence said Ieng Sary’s “age and ill health” would make
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full-day sessions unacceptably arduous.

“The defence team has been unable to meet with Mr Ieng Sary for more than
approximately an hour at a time, and not more than two hours a day, because he has
difficult sitting for longer and finds the intense concentration required to be quite
draining,” the lawyers wrote, adding that their client’s urological problems necessitate
frequent bathroom breaks.

Ieng Sary is set to be tried within the next six months for a raft of offences including
genocide and crimes against humanity along with three elderly co-defendants: 79-year-
old former Khmer Rouge head of state Khieu Samphan, 84-year-old Brother Number 2
Nuon Chea, and 78-year-old social action minister Ieng Thirith. A start date has not yet
been set for the trial.

United Nations court spokesman Lars Olsen said yesterday that the defendants “have
health conditions normal for people of their age, and they get regular medical check-ups”.

During a courtroom appearance in February to appeal his pre-trial detention, the court
adjourned several times over the course of its morning session for Ieng Sary, who
appeared with the aid of a cane and a back brace, to take breaks. He declined to speak at
length during the hearing, delegating that task to his attorneys.

His wife, Ieng Thirith, may also be feeling the effects of her advanced age and has been
given to unpredictable behaviour in the courtroom . In a 2009 hearing, she warned that
those who accused her of murder would be “cursed to the seventh level of hell”.

In the court’s first trial – that of former Tuol Sleng prison chief Kaing Guek Eav – the
court typically operated at most four days a week from 9am to noon and from 1:30pm to
4:00pm.

Trial Chamber to Conduct One Joint Hearing On 31 Jan 2011 
Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia
January 28, 2011

The Trial Chamber in the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia
(ECCC) has decided to conduct one consolidated hearing on Monday 31 January
20111 to hear oral submissions related to:

“Urgent Application for Immediate Release of Nuon Chea”. The Application is available at
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/cabinet/courtDoc/824/E19_1_EN.PDF

Khieu Samphan’s “Application for Release Pursuant to Rule 82(3) of the Internal Rules".
The Applications is available at
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/cabinet/courtDoc/823/E18_1_EN.PDF

“Urgent Request for Immediate Release of Madame Ieng Thirith ”. The Request is
available at http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/cabinet/courtDoc/830/E21_EN.PDF

The hearing will start at 9:30 am. The Defence for each Accused, will each be permitted a
maximum of 30 minutes to present their Applications. The Co-Prosecutors will be allowed
a total of 60 minutes to respond to all Applications. The Accused's Defence will then be
permitted 10 minutes each in response.

There are 482 seats in the public gallery of the courtroom, which are available for
diplomats, media and the general public. Seats are distributed on first come, first served
basis . Diplomats and media representatives who wish to reserve a seat in the public
gallery must contact the ECCC Public Affairs Section at PAS@ECCC.GOV.KH at latest by
Friday 28 January 2011.

We recommend that visitors arrive no later than 45 minutes before the hearings in order
to leave sufficient time for registration and security check. All persons seeking admission
to the ECCC courtroom must present a proof of identification (including a photo) and

http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/news.view.aspx?doc_id=385


must pass through a security check.

Participants shall maintain dignity and proper behaviour all the time and shall wear
appropriate clothing (no beachwear or shorts, flip flops etc). Their clothing may not
display slogans, indicate their support for or to be offensive to any party of the
proceeding . Please note, no persons under 16 years of age will be admitted to the Court
and persons 16 -18 will be admitted only with the guardianship of an adult. No mobile
phones, large bags, food or drink are permitted in the main courtroom.

Media accreditation and facilities

Representatives of the media that wish to attend the hearings are kindly requested to
seek accreditation no later than on Friday 28 January 2011.

Media representatives currently holding an expired ECCC Press Accreditation Card must
submit a completed Media Accreditation Form which can be downloaded from
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/mediaRelations.aspx and send it to PAS@ECCC.GOV.KH.
Please indicate the card number on your expired card.

Media representatives who have not previously been accredited to the ECCC must submit
a completed Media Accreditation Form
http://www.eccc.gov.kh/english/mediaRelations.aspx and send it to PAS@ECCC.GOV.KH
together with a jpg portrait photo and a copy of their passport.

Please note that Media Accreditation Forms must be signed by the applicant before the
request for accreditation can be processed.

A live feed of the public hearing will be available in the media room C105.

How to get to the court

The ECCC is located in Chaom Chau, 16 kilometers from downtown Phnom Penh, on the
left hand side of National Road 4.

Public and media are requested to enter from the visitor’s gate at the eastern end of the
compound.

[back to contents]
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Official Website of the Special Tribunal for Lebanon
In Focus: Special Tribunal for Lebanon (UN)

Confidential Hariri Indictment Released
UPI
January 17, 2011

The prosecutor at the Special Tribunal for Lebanon announced Monday he
submitted an indictment and supporting materials to a pretrial judge.

The STL is investigating the 2005 assassination of former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik
Hariri. Syrian officials were initially blamed for the assassination, though it is widely
expected that Hezbollah will be named once the STL's findings are made public.

The STL in a statement Monday said Herman von Hebel, the tribunal's registrar, can

http://www.stl-tsl.org/action/home
http://www.un.org/apps/news/infocus/lebanon/tribunal/index.shtml
http://www.upi.com/Top_News/Special/2011/01/17/Confidential-Hariri-indictment-released/UPI-82351295289141/


confirm prosecutor Daniel Bellemare submitted the indictment to the pretrial judge.

"They will now be reviewed by the pretrial judge, Daniel Fransen," the STL said in a
statement Monday. "The contents of the indictment remain confidential at this stage."

Hezbollah stated that it believes the STL is an "Israeli project" meant to bring about the
end to the Shiite resistance movement. Hezbollah last year submitted evidence that it
said suggested Israel may have played a role in the assassination.

Hezbollah last week led opposition lawmakers in a mass resignation from the Lebanese
government, collapsing the unity coalition of Prime Minister Saad Hariri, who was visiting
with U.S. President Barack Obama in Washington when his government fell.

Talks on a new government were postponed until next week, though Hariri, the slain
prime minister's son, is serving in a caretaker capacity.

Hezbollah Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah said the resignation of the 11 opposition
ministers wasn't going to usher in an era of war in Lebanon, however.

Nasrallah in a weekend statement on Hezbollah's al-Manar new station said he would
issue follow-up comments once Bellemare's office reviews the indictment.

Tribunal Prosecutor: Indictment 'Important Moment' for Lebanon
CNN
January 18, 2011

The prosecutor in the assassination of former Lebanese Prime Minister Rafik
Hariri on Tuesday called the filing of an indictment in the case "an important
moment" both for Lebanon and the international community, and he added "our
work is far from over."

Daniel A. Bellemare, the Special Tribunal for Lebanon prosecutor, said that the move,
which brings the case to a pre-trial judge, "marks the launch of the judicial phase" of the
tribunal's efforts. However, he did not reveal the names of those referred to in the
indictment.

"For the first time, a legal case has been launched by an international tribunal against
those responsible for a political assassination in Lebanon.

"This step has been taken at the request and on behalf of the people of Lebanon and in
fulfillment of a mandate from the United Nations Security Council," he said in a video and
paper statement from The Hague in the Netherlands.

Bellemare submitted the long-awaited results of the case on Monday to the judge. The
tribunal has been investigating the February 2005 car bombing that killed Hariri.

Lebanon has been plunged into political uncertainty since a political bloc led by the Shiite
militant movement Hezbollah withdrew its representatives from the Cabinet last week.
The move prompted the collapse of Prime Minister Saad Hariri's Western-backed
government. Saad Hariri is the son of Rafik Hariri.

"As frustrating as it may be, the content of the indictment must remain confidential for
the time being. So, unfortunately, you will have to wait a little bit longer. According to the
Rules of the Tribunal, I cannot reveal either the charges or the name of the person or
persons referred to in the indictment.

"This continued confidentiality is essential as I cannot presume that the Pre-Trial Judge
will confirm the indictment. If it is confirmed, the content of the document will be made
public in due course and when so ordered by the Pre-Trial Judge."

Bellemare said in his statement that "justice cannot be rushed" and said anyone named
in the indictment is "presumed innocent."

http://www.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/meast/01/18/lebanon.government/


"The evidence must be credible and compelling. I have made it clear from the start that I
would act independently and that I would be driven by the evidence alone. To those who
did not expect or want this day to come, I would say that while justice may be slow, it is
deliberate."

He said he was proud of his staff's work and thanked Lebanese authorities for their
assistance.

"The indictment filed yesterday represents the fruit of the hard work, under challenging
circumstances, of all those involved in the process. This is only a first step in our
collective quest to end impunity in Lebanon. A quest that must be pursued through
existing laws and institutions."

The judge, Daniel Fransen, will review the submissions for about six to 10 weeks, the
tribunal said.

Fransen's options include confirming or dismissing the entire document, requesting
additional evidence or confirming some counts and dismissing others, according to the
tribunal. Both the prosecutor and the head of the defense office can request that the
indictment remain confidential.

Meanwhile, the foreign ministers of Turkey and Qatar were heading to Lebanon to try to
help resolve a political crisis following the collapse of the country's government last week,
the presidential palace said Tuesday.

They will meet President Michel Suleiman, caretaker Prime Minister Saad Hariri and other
leading political figures.

On Monday, Suleiman postponed consultations with parliament members to appoint a
new prime minister, the presidential palace announced. The decision to delay talks by a
week was announced moments before the meeting was to begin.

The government collapse has prompted a flurry of international diplomatic activity. The
leaders of Turkey, Syria and Qatar met in Damascus, Syria, on the matter Monday.

The Turkish prime minister's office said in a statement that "developments in the region,
especially in the crisis in Lebanon, were discussed. The three leaders stressed in the talks
the importance of finding a solution to the problem."

The statement said the leaders "welcomed the decision of the postponing of the talks at
the Lebanese Parliament until political efforts for the formation of a new government
which will bring stability to the Lebanese people are more concrete."

Before leaving for Damascus, Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan told reporters
in Istanbul he also spoke to Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad by telephone. Iran
and Syria are Hezbollah's most powerful foreign patrons.

Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu met Iran's acting foreign minister, Ali Akabar
Salehi, in Ankara late Monday, the semi-official Anatolian Agency said.

Many observers see Lebanon's local factions as proxies in a broader Middle Eastern power
struggle.

"Lebanon is a frontline state and it lies on the fault line of several major confrontations,"
said Paul Salem, director of the Carnegie Middle East Center in Beirut, which describes
itself as a public policy think tank and research center, said Monday. "That's why we see
Turkey, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria meeting sort of frantically to try to find a negotiated
way out of this because nobody really wants an outright confrontation."

U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on Monday called for all parties to back the
tribunal's work.



"It will be impossible to achieve the peace and stability that the people of Lebanon
deserve unless and until the era of impunity for political assassinations in Lebanon is
brought to an end," she said.

In a televised address Sunday night, Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah made it clear he
would oppose appointing Hariri for another term as prime minister. "It's clear to me that
the opposition is unanimous in not naming Prime Minister Hariri to form the new
government," Nasrallah said.

Nasrallah also denounced the Special Tribunal for Lebanon. Nasrallah had been pressuring
the Lebanese government to withdraw its financial and political support from the tribunal,
which he claims is an American-Israeli conspiracy designed to weaken Hezbollah.

Hezbollah spokesman Ibrahim Moussawi said Monday the party would issue a statement
on the indictment, but did not say when.

Rafik Hariri died February 14, 2005, along with 22 others, in the car bombing in Beirut.
The bomb, detonated as his armored motorcade passed through the city's seaside
district, contained hundreds of pounds of explosives and left a 10-foot crater in the
street. It triggered widespread protests that led to the ouster of Syrian forces from
Lebanon.

An initial United Nations probe in 2006 found the assassination may have been linked to
high-ranking Syrian officials. Syria has denied any involvement.

STL Indictment is Confidential, Says Pre-trial Judge
YaLibnan
January 21, 2011

Special Tribunal for Lebanon (STL) Pre-trial Judge Daniel Fransen issued a
statement underlining the “secrecy of the STL’s indictment and all STL related
documents,” Future TV reported on Friday.

“Any breach of secrecy will be condemned under STL regulations,” the statement added.

Many fear the political crisis in Lebanon could lead to street protests and violence .

Following the announcement by the Special Tribunal for Lebanon that Prosecutor Daniel
Bellemare has handed the indictment to STL’s pre-trial judge , Hezbollah supporters
wearing black and clutching hand-held radios quietly gathered around Beirut … an
innocuous yet threatening display by the country’s most powerful armed force. Many
parents picked up their children from school as word spread of the gatherings.

There were reports that Hezbollah members repeated their display of force yesterday in
the Druse stronghold of Aley and neighboring areas and there are unconfirmed reports
that they will be repeating the same act tonight in Beirut and surrounding areas.

In a sign of just how high tensions are running, Wiam Wahhab, a pro-Syrian politician,
warned security troops not to use force against demonstrators or they will face the same
fate as Tunisia’s former President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali, who was deposed last week.

The move brought down the unity government and further polarized the country’s rival
factions: Hezbollah with its patrons in Syria and Iran on one side, and Hariri’s March 14
majority bloc on the other.

The U.S. has called Hezbollah’s walkout a transparent effort to subvert justice.

The court is widely expected to accuse members of Hezbollah of being involved in former
PM Rafik Hariri’s killing, something the militant group has insisted it will not accept. The
Iran- and Syria-sponsored group says the tribunal is a conspiracy by Israel and the
United States.

http://www.yalibnan.com/2011/01/21/stl-indictment-is-confidential-says-pre-trial-judge/


Bellemare said in a video statement Tuesday that the confidential indictment was an
important moment for the people of Lebanon, the international community and “for those
who believe in international justice, ” and r warned against speculating about the sealed
indictment

STL Sets Feb 7 Date for Public Hearing on Legal Questions Raised by Indictment
Naharnet
January 21, 2011

The U.N.-backed Special Tribunal for Lebanon said Friday its Appeals Chamber
will sit on February 7 to mull over charges of terrorism and murder drafted for
the 2005 killing of ex-premier Rafik Hariri.

A "public hearing will take place on February 7, 2011" to discuss STL Pre-Trial Judge
Daniel Fransen's questions to the Appeals Chamber about certain criminal definitions in
the indictment, said a scheduling order of the court.

Fransen is tasked with confirming the charges in the indictment filed under seal by STL
Prosecutor Daniel Bellemare on Monday, and is allowed to ask the appeals judges
questions of a legal nature in the process of doing so.

The pre-trial judge will discuss with the chamber "preliminary (legal) questions he deems
necessary in order to examine and rule on the indictment," said the scheduling order
issued by STL President Antonio Cassese.

Among other things, Fransen has asked the appeals judges whether international law
must be taken into account when defining the crime of terrorism, and whether a person
can be tried for premeditated murder for the deaths of bystanders.

"These issues are complex and deserve careful consideration," said Friday's order
scheduling a hearing.

"It is imperative, in the interest of justice, that they be treated by the Appeals Chamber
as expeditiously as possible so that the pre-trial judge may be in a position to confirm or
dismiss counts from the indictment without delay."

The hearing, from 0800 GMT to 1600 GMT on February 7, will include submissions by the
prosecutor and the tribunal's Defense Office, created to protect the rights of defendants.

STL Registrar Says Accused Names May Be Made Public in '6 to 10 Weeks'
Naharnet
January 25, 2011

The arrest warrants in the Hariri murder would be activated "in cooperation
with the government of Beirut, which is obligated to extradite -- if necessary
with the help of other states," Special Tribunal for Lebanon Registrar Herman
von Hebel has said.

In an interview with the online version of German weekly Der Spiegel, von Hebel said it is
likely the names contained in the arrest warrants will be made public in "six to 10 weeks"
and that a trial could start as soon as the beginning of September.

"If necessary, a trial without the presence of the defendants would be conceivable, the
statutes allow us to judge in absentia," he said.

Hizbullah and its allies on January 12 brought down the government of Saad Hariri after a
long-running standoff over the STL probe into the 2005 assassination of ex-premier Rafik
Hariri, Saad's father.

Hizbullah has said it believes members of the party will be implicated by the Netherlands-
based court, which it has denounced as part of a U.S.-Israeli conspiracy.

On January 17, STL Prosecutor Daniel Bellemare submitted a confidential draft indictment

http://www.naharnet.com/domino/tn/NewsDesk.nsf/0/8EAF31683D81A40EC225781F006863AC?OpenDocument
http://www.naharnet.com/domino/tn/NewsDesk.nsf/0/6F456CDF5AEC8D09C22578230058D30C?OpenDocument


in Rafik Hariri's murder to STL Pre-Trial Judge Daniel Fransen, who will confirm the
charges before any arrest warrant is issued.

[back to contents]

NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA

United States

Supreme Court Rejects Yemeni Detainee's Appeal
Associated Press
January 18, 2011

The Supreme Court declined Tuesday to take a new case involving a
Guantánamo Bay detainee who was ordered released by a federal judge before
an appeals court said he could continue to be held.

The court turned down an appeal from Mohammed al Adahi, a 39-year-old Yemeni who
has spent more than eight years at the U.S. Navy base in southeast Cuba.

In 2009, U.S. District Judge Gladys Kessler said there was not ``reliable evidence'' to
justify Adahi's continued detention, despite his family ties to Osama bin Laden, his
admission that he met with the terrorist mastermind in the weeks before the Sept. 11
attacks and his attendance at an al Qaeda training camp.

But last year, the federal appeals court in Washington voted 3-0 to reverse Kessler's
decision, saying she displayed insufficient skepticism about Adahi.

The appeals court opinion was written by Judge A. Raymond Randolph, whose decisions
against the detainees have fared poorly at the court.

The justices have overruled him three times and sided with detainees who were seeking
access to U.S. courts to argue that they should not be detained.

Randolph has been openly critical of the high court rulings, even delivering a lecture on
the topic in October to the conservative Heritage Foundation.

His talk argued that the court's decision in 2008 that extended some constitutional
protections to the detainees created a ``legal mess'' that the justices were leaving for
other judges to clean up.

In the 3-0 decision, the appeals court said there is ample evidence that Adahi was more
likely than not part of al Qaeda.

``One of the oddest things about this case is that despite an extensive record and
numerous factual disputes,'' the judge ``never made any findings about whether al Adahi
was generally a credible witness,'' wrote Randolph, an appointee of former President
George H.W. Bush.

Randolph said that ``put bluntly, the instructions to detainees are to make up a story

http://www.miamiherald.com/2011/01/18/2021524/supreme-court-rejects-yemeni-detainees.html


and lie.''

The other appeals judges on the case were Brett Kavanaugh, an appointee of former
President George W. Bush; and Karen LeCraft Henderson, an appointee of Bush's father.

Adahi said he attended al Qaeda's al Farouq training camp for seven to 10 days out of
curiosity and was expelled for disobeying rules.

U.S. Prepares to Lift Ban on Guantánamo Cases
New York Times
By Charlie Savage
January 19, 2011

The Obama administration is preparing to increase the use of military
commissions to prosecute Guantánamo detainees, an acknowledgment that the
prison in Cuba remains open for business after Congress imposed steep new
impediments to closing the facility.

Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates is expected to soon lift an order blocking the initiation
of new cases against detainees, which he imposed on the day of President Obama’s
inauguration. That would clear the way for tribunal officials, for the first time under the
Obama administration, to initiate new charges against detainees.

Charges would probably then come within weeks against one or more detainees who
have already been designated by the Justice Department for prosecution before a military
commission, including Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, a Saudi accused of planning the 2000
bombing of the American destroyer Cole in Yemen; Ahmed al-Darbi, a Saudi accused of
plotting, in an operation that never came to fruition, to attack oil tankers in the Straits of
Hormuz; and Obaydullah, an Afghan accused of concealing bombs.

Preparations for the tribunal trials — including the circulation of new draft regulations for
conducting them — were described by several administration officials familiar with the
discussions. A spokeswoman for the military commissions system declined to comment.

With the political winds now against more civilian prosecutions of Guantánamo detainees,
the plans to press forward with additional commission trials may foreshadow the fates of
many of the more than 30 remaining detainees who have been designated for eventual
prosecution: trials in Cuba for war crimes before a panel of military officers.

The administration is also preparing an executive order to create a parole board-like
system for periodically reviewing the cases of the nearly 50 detainees who would be held
without trial.

Any charging of Mr. Nashiri would be particularly significant because the official who
oversees the commissions, retired Vice Adm. Bruce MacDonald of the Navy, may allow
prosecutors to seek the death penalty against him — which would set up the first capital
trial in the tribunal system. The Cole bombing killed 17 sailors.

Mr. Nashiri’s case would also raise unresolved legal questions about jurisdiction and rules
of evidence in tribunals. And it would attract global attention because he was previously
held in secret Central Intelligence Agency prisons and is one of three detainees known to
have been subjected to the drowning technique known as waterboarding.

Lt. Cmdr. Stephen Reyes of the Navy, a military lawyer assigned to defend Mr. Nashiri,
declined to comment on any movement in the case. But he noted that two of Mr. Nashiri’s
alleged co-conspirators were indicted in federal civilian court in 2003, and he made clear
that the defense would highlight Mr. Nashiri’s treatment in C.I.A. custody.

“Nashiri is being prosecuted at the commissions because of the torture issue,” Mr. Reyes
said. “Otherwise he would be indicted in New York along with his alleged co-conspirators.”

As a candidate, President Obama criticized the Bush administration’s tribunals. But after

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/20/us/20trials.html?_r=1


taking office, he backed a system in which some cases would tried by revamped military
tribunals while others would go before civilian juries. He also pressed to close the
Guantánamo prison.

But last month, Congress made it much harder to move Guantánamo detainees into the
United States, even for trials in federal civilian courthouses. That essentially shut the
door for now on the administration’s proposal to transfer inmates to a prison in Illinois
and its desire to prosecute some of them in regular court.

More than a year ago, Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. designated Mr. Nashiri, Mr.
Darbi and Mr. Obaydullah for trial in a military commission. But they have lingered in
limbo amid administration indecision about broader terrorism prosecution policies. The
paralysis followed a backlash against Mr. Holder’s proposal to prosecute suspected
conspirators in the Sept. 11 attacks in a Manhattan federal courthouse.

Three other detainees were also approved for tribunals by Mr. Holder in 2009. Those
cases have progressed — two pleaded guilty last year, and the third is scheduled for trial
at Guantánamo next month. But the charges in those cases were left over from the Bush
administration.

While Mr. Nashiri and Mr. Darbi had also been charged in tribunals in the Bush
administration, their cases were later dropped and must be started over.

The process of charging Mr. Obaydullah had started under the Bush administration, but it
was frozen before completion.

Mr. Nashiri would be the first so-called high-value detainee — a senior terrorism suspect
who was held for a time in secret C.I.A. prisons and subjected to what the Bush
administration called “enhanced interrogation techniques” — to undergo trial before a
tribunal.

Another former such detainee, Ahmed Ghailani, was convicted in federal civilian court for
playing a role in the 1998 Africa embassy bombings.

While Mr. Ghailani faces between 20 years and life in prison, many Republicans have
pointed to his acquittal on 284 related charges — and a judge’s decision to exclude an
important witness because investigators learned about the man during Mr. Ghailani’s
C.I.A. interrogation — to argue that prosecuting terrorism cases in federal court is too
risky.

Mr. Nashiri’s treatment was apparently more extreme than Mr. Ghailani’s. The C.I.A. later
destroyed videotapes of some waterboarding sessions.

Moreover, the C.I.A. inspector general called Mr. Nashiri the “most significant” case of a
detainee who was brutalized in ways that went beyond the Bush administration’s
approved tactics — including being threatened with a power drill. Last year, Polish
prosecutors investigating a now-closed C.I.A. prison granted Mr. Nashiri “victim status.”

An effort to prosecute Mr. Nashiri could also put a sharp focus on one of the crucial
differences between federal civilian court and military commissions: the admissibility of
hearsay evidence — statements and documents collected outside of court.

Much of the evidence against Mr. Nashiri consists of witness interviews and documents
gathered by the F.B.I. in Yemen after the bombing. Prosecutors may call the F.B.I. agents
as witnesses to describe what they learned during their investigation — hearsay that
would be admissible under tribunal rules, but not in federal court.

It remains unclear whether the Supreme Court would uphold a tribunal conviction that
relied on such evidence.

Mr. Nashiri’s case would also test another legal proposition: whether a state of war
existed between the United States and Al Qaeda at the time of the Cole bombing —



before the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the authorization by Congress to use military
force against their perpetrators.

The United States initially handled the Cole attack as a peacetime terrorism crime, but
the government now contends that a state of armed conflict had legally existed since
1996, when Osama bin Laden declared war against the United States.

The question is important because military commissions for war crimes are generally
understood to have jurisdiction only over acts that took place during hostilities.

Guantanamo Detainee's Bid to Toss Verdict Rejected
Associated Press
January 21, 2011

A judge refused Friday to toss out the conviction of the first Guantanamo
detainee to be tried in a civilian court, saying the evidence was sufficient for the
jury to conclude his "knowing and willing participation" in the 1998 bombing of
two U.S. embassies in Africa.

U.S. District Judge Lewis A. Kaplan rejected as "deeply flawed" the arguments by defense
lawyers, who said the verdict against Ahmed Ghailani should be tossed because it was
inconsistent for the jury to convict him on a single count involving the attacks and
exonerate him on 284 other counts. The twin bombings killed 224 people, including 12
Americans.

"The evidence of Ghailani's culpable mental state and intent was plentiful," the judge
wrote. "Thus, if there was any injustice in the jury's verdict, the victims were the United
States and those killed, injured and otherwise devastated by these barbaric acts of terror,
not Ghailani."

He said Ghailani's role in purchasing one of the bomb-laden trucks, in buying gas
cylinders used in the bomb, in storing and concealing detonators and in sheltering an al-
Qaida fugitive prior to the attacks "all support an inference of knowing and willing
participation in the conspiracy."

The judge said he believed there was adequate evidence to convict Ghailani on 227
counts, including the charge on which he was convicted, two charges of bombing the
embassies and 224 separate murder counts.

Ghailani was convicted of conspiring to destroy government buildings, a charge that the
judge said only required the jury to find that the conspiracy existed and Ghailani joined it
knowing of its unlawful intent. He faces up to life in prison at a sentencing scheduled for
Tuesday.

Kaplan's written decision came a day after he was dismissive of oral arguments made by
defense lawyer Michael Bachrach seeking to reverse the conviction. Bachrach declined to
comment Friday.

At trial, the defense portrayed their client as an innocent young man who carried out
specific acts such as buying the gas tanks that enhanced the explosive power of one of
the bombs without any knowledge that an attack was to occur.

Kaplan noted that the defense in its closing arguments at trial used the word "dupe" more
than 20 times.

Ghailani was arrested in Pakistan in 2004 and was interrogated at a CIA-run camp
overseas where rough methods were used. Evidence about his treatment there was kept
secret in the court file, though his lawyers divulged during a pretrial hearing that he was
subjected to enhanced interrogation methods for 14 hours over five days.

Ghailani was moved to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, in 2006 and was transferred to New York
for trial in 2009.

http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jRAuSmoQHr6FgZg9SvS15W8eCcfg?docId=8c578646097f4c52b83dab2b38863795


Ghailani's trial, at a lower Manhattan courthouse, had been viewed as a test for President
Barack Obama's aim of putting other terror detainees — including self-professed Sept. 11
mastermind Khalid Sheik Mohammed and four other terrorism suspects held at
Guantanamo — on trial on U.S. soil.

Obama still says he wants to prosecute terrorists in both military commissions and
criminal courts, but Congress has tied his hands at least in the short term. Lawmakers
have prohibited the Pentagon from transferring detainees to the U.S., even to stand trial.

At Ghailani's trial, prosecutors chose not to use any statements he made to authorities
after his arrest because they said he was not advised of his rights beforehand and was
not given access to an attorney.

Kaplan ruled just before trial that prosecutors could not call as a witness the man who
sold Ghailani explosives because the government had learned about him as a result of
Ghailani's interrogation.

In statements to the FBI, Ghailani was quoted as saying that he realized a week before
the bombings that an embassy was going to be attacked.

Documents Raise Questions on Treatment of Detainees
CNN
By Jennifer Rizzo
January 22, 2011

New documents obtained by the American Civil Liberties Union show
"unjustified homicide" of detainees and concerns about the condition of
confinement in U.S.-run prisons in Iraq, Afghanistan and Guantanamo Bay,
according to the ACLU.

Thousands of documents detailing the deaths of 190 U.S. detainees were released by the
ACLU on Friday. The U.S. military gave the ACLU the documents earlier in the week as a
result of a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit filed by the rights group.

Among the documents are autopsy reports and military investigations, including 25 to 30
cases the ACLU says it believes are "unjustified homicide." Some of the homicides in the
documents are widely known and have been reported in the media, such as the case of
four Iraqi detainees executed by a group of U.S. soldiers and then pushed into a Baghdad
canal in 2007.

Others are thought by the ACLU to be new. In one such case, a detainee was killed by an
unnamed sergeant who walked into a room where the detainee was lying wounded "and
assaulted him ... then shot him twice thus killing him," one of the investigating
documents says. The sergeant than instructed the other soldiers present to lie about the
incident. Later, the document says an unnamed corporal then shot the deceased detainee
in the head after finding his corpse.

In another example, documents note a soldier "committed the offense of murder when he
shot and killed an unarmed Afghan male." But, according to the ACLU, the individual was
found not guilty of murder by general court-martial.

"So far, the documents released by the government raise more questions than they
answer, but they do confirm one troubling fact: that no senior officials have been held to
account for the widespread abuse of detainees. Without real accountability for these
abuses, we risk inviting more abuse in the future," the ACLU said in a statement.

The Defense Department disputes the allegations, saying it takes detainee treatment
seriously.

"DoD policy requires the immediate reporting of detainee deaths to appropriate DoD
criminal investigative agencies regardless of the circumstances at the time of death," said
Pentagon spokeswoman, Lt. Col. Tanya Bradsher. "Indeed, the fact that so many
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autopsies and investigative reports exist indicates the seriousness with which the
Department takes its responsibilities regarding detainee treatment and accountability."

Of the investigations in the documents, 43 had U.S. soldiers or personnel as potential
suspects, according to Lt. Col. David H. Patterson, an Army spokesman. Probable cause
for murder was found in 13 of those investigations, resulting in 19 separate convictions,
Patterson said, many of which carried significant sentences, with some soldiers receiving
20 years or more.

"It's important to remember that the majority of these detainee deaths were due to
reasons not directly involving U.S. personnel. For example, a number were the result of
detainee-on-detainee violence," Patterson said.

"Although there have been cases of individuals involved in misconduct, there is no
evidence of systematic abuse by the United States military," said Bradsher. "The
(Defense) Department has detained more than 100,000 individuals in Iraq and
Afghanistan, many with pre-existing medical conditions or battlefield wounds. Detainees
in DoD custody have died from a number of causes including enemy attacks, detainee-
on-detainee violence, battlefield injuries, and natural causes."

One concern noted by the ACLU is the amount of deaths that involved cardiac problems:
over 25%. The group says it is looking into this finding.

"This could potentially raise serious questions about the conditions of confinement or
interrogation of the detainees," the ACLU said.

The ACLU obtained the 2,624 pages of documents through a Freedom of Information Act
request filed with the government in 2009. The package included about 124 autopsy and
133 investigation reports.

Ex-Detainee Gets Life Sentence in Embassy Blasts
New York Times
By Benjamin Weiser
January 25, 2011

Ahmed Khalfan Ghailani, the first former detainee at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, to
be tried in the civilian court system, was sentenced to life in prison on Tuesday
for his role in the 1998 bombings of two United States Embassies in East Africa.

The nearly simultaneous attacks in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, killed
224 people and wounded thousands.

The defense had asked the judge for a lesser sentence, citing the extraordinary
circumstances of Mr. Ghailani’s case, like the years he spent in detention in a so-called
black site run by the C.I.A., where his lawyers say he was tortured.

But the judge, Lewis A. Kaplan of Federal District Court in Manhattan, said that no matter
how Mr. Ghailani was treated while in detention, “the impact on him pales in comparison
to the suffering and the horror that he and his confederates caused.”

“It was a cold-blooded killing and maiming of innocent people on an enormous scale,”
Judge Kaplan said. “The very purpose of the crime was to create terror by causing death
and destruction.”

Mr. Ghailani’s case had always conveyed layers of added significance. From a policy
standpoint, the trial was seen as a test of President Obama’s intention of trying military
detainees in civilian court “whenever feasible.” From a terrorism perspective, Mr. Ghailani
was viewed as a bridge between two distinct eras: before and after 9/11, when Al Qaeda
and Osama bin Laden emerged even more prominently.

In the six years that the government says Mr. Ghailani was a fugitive after the attacks, he
trained in Qaeda camps in Afghanistan and became a bodyguard for Mr. bin Laden —
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aspects of his life that the jury was never told.

Mr. Ghailani was captured in 2004 after a 14-hour gun battle with Pakistani authorities.

But on Tuesday, Mr. Ghailani’s sentencing was stripped to its essence. Judge Kaplan made
clear that Mr. Ghailani’s treatment while in detention, or statements he had made before
he was brought into the civilian system, were not factors in his deciding on a sentence.

“This trial has been as divorced from any questionable practice that may have been
engaged in by anybody other than the defendant as this human being is capable of
having made it,” the judge said. “I simply put all of that out of my mind.”

Although Mr. Ghailani was acquitted of more than 280 charges of murder and conspiracy,
the judge focused on the solitary conviction of conspiracy to destroy government
buildings and property.

“Mr. Ghailani knew and intended that people would be killed as a result of his own actions
and of the conspiracy that he joined,” Judge Kaplan said, adding that was “supported by
the trial record alone.”

In the end, Mr. Ghailani received the same maximum sentence, life without parole, that
he would have faced had he been convicted of all counts. And it seems likely that he will
be sent to the so-called Supermax federal prison in Florence, Colo., where other
defendants convicted in the same embassy plot are being held.

Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. said in a statement that the sentencing “shows yet
again the strength of the American justice system in holding terrorists accountable for
their actions.”

Preet Bharara, the United States attorney for the Southern District of New York,
acknowledged that “this was a difficult case for a number of reasons.”

“Our goal all along was to hold Ghailani accountable for his heinous conduct, and, no
matter the obstacles, to see to it that he would receive the punishment he deserved,”
said Mr. Bharara, whose office prosecuted the case.

At a time when the Obama administration is preparing to increase the use of military
commissions to prosecute Guantánamo detainees, groups including the American Civil
Liberties Union, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch said the case showed
the value of the civilian system in contrast to military commissions. But Representative
Lamar Smith, Republican of Texas and the leader of the House Judiciary Committee, said
that while he was relieved at the life sentence, the trial “was also a near disaster” as a
test run of the administration’s plan to try foreign terrorist suspects in federal court.

Citing the sole conviction and many acquittals, Rep. Smith added, “While the
administration will no doubt try to spin the verdict as a success, the truth is this case was
a close call.”

Relatives of the victims, from Tanzania, Kenya and the United States, addressed the
judge, describing their loss.

“The pain is with me every day; oftentimes, it is unthinkable,” said Sue Bartley, who lost
two family members in the Nairobi bombing: her husband, Julian L. Bartley Sr., who was
the consul general; and her son, Julian L. Bartley Jr., a college student working as an
intern at the embassy. “That was half of my family,” she said.

Yasemin Pressley, who worked in the embassy in Nairobi with her husband, described an
eerie silence after the blast as she climbed through rubble, searching for him amid bodies
and bleeding victims.

“I mean, it was just like the end of the world,” Ms. Pressley said. Her husband survived,
but he has undergone numerous surgeries and endures a life of chronic pain. “If we are



going to be with pain all our life, so also should he,” she said of Mr. Ghailani.

As the family members spoke, Mr. Ghailani remained still, showing no emotion. After the
last of the 11 speakers, Mr. Ghailani was offered a chance to address the court, but
declined.

As the hearing ended, he smiled at his lawyers, Peter E. Quijano and Anna N. Sideris, and
hugged Ms. Sideris briefly before he was handcuffed behind his back and led away.

“We still believe our client is innocent,” Mr. Quijano said later, adding that he would
appeal.

“He feels great sadness for what happened,” Mr. Quijano added. “He feels great sadness
for the reality that he engaged in some conduct that helped lead to this.”

The government, which had not sought the death penalty in the case, said Mr. Ghailani
had played a central role in the preparations for the embassy bombing in Dar es Salaam,
and fled the day before the Aug. 7, 1998, attacks on a flight to Pakistan with other
operatives.

“He took away hundreds, hundreds of lives,” a prosecutor, Michael Farbiarz, said. “In
response to that, your honor, you should take away his freedom, and you should take it
away forever.”

Judge Kaplan, referring to the request for leniency on the grounds that Mr. Ghailani was
tortured while in C.I.A. custody, echoed statements he made earlier in the case that said
Mr. Ghailani might have other remedies for “any illegal or improper actions by our
government.”

“But that is a matter for another time and another place,” the judge said. “Today is about
justice, not only for Mr. Ghailani, but for the victims of his crime.”

[back to contents]
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U.S. Prepares to Lift Ban on Guantánamo Cases
The New York Times
By Charlie Savage 
January 19, 2011

The Obama administration is preparing to increase the use of military
commissions to prosecute Guantánamo detainees, an acknowledgment that the
prison in Cuba remains open for business after Congress imposed steep new
impediments to closing the facility.

Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates is expected to soon lift an order blocking the initiation
of new cases against detainees, which he imposed on the day of President Obama’s
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inauguration. That would clear the way for tribunal officials, for the first time under the
Obama administration, to initiate new charges against detainees.

Charges would probably then come within weeks against one or more detainees who
have already been designated by the Justice Department for prosecution before a military
commission, including Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, a Saudi accused of planning the 2000
bombing of the American destroyer Cole in Yemen; Ahmed al-Darbi, a Saudi accused of
plotting, in an operation that never came to fruition, to attack oil tankers in the Straits of
Hormuz; and Obaydullah, an Afghan accused of concealing bombs.

Preparations for the tribunal trials — including the circulation of new draft regulations for
conducting them — were described by several administration officials familiar with the
discussions. A spokeswoman for the military commissions system declined to comment.

With the political winds now against more civilian prosecutions of Guantánamo detainees,
the plans to press forward with additional commission trials may foreshadow the fates of
many of the more than 30 remaining detainees who have been designated for eventual
prosecution: trials in Cuba for war crimes before a panel of military officers.

The administration is also preparing an executive order to create a parole board-like
system for periodically reviewing the cases of the nearly 50 detainees who would be held
without trial.

Any charging of Mr. Nashiri would be particularly significant because the official who
oversees the commissions, retired Vice Adm. Bruce MacDonald of the Navy, may allow
prosecutors to seek the death penalty against him — which would set up the first capital
trial in the tribunal system. The Cole bombing killed 17 sailors.

Mr. Nashiri’s case would also raise unresolved legal questions about jurisdiction and rules
of evidence in tribunals. And it would attract global attention because he was previously
held in secret Central Intelligence Agency prisons and is one of three detainees known to
have been subjected to the drowning technique known as waterboarding.

Lt. Cmdr. Stephen Reyes of the Navy, a military lawyer assigned to defend Mr. Nashiri,
declined to comment on any movement in the case. But he noted that two of Mr. Nashiri’s
alleged co-conspirators were indicted in federal civilian court in 2003, and he made clear
that the defense would highlight Mr. Nashiri’s treatment in C.I.A. custody.

“Nashiri is being prosecuted at the commissions because of the torture issue,” Mr. Reyes
said. “Otherwise he would be indicted in New York along with his alleged co-conspirators.”

As a candidate, President Obama criticized the Bush administration’s tribunals. But after
taking office, he backed a system in which some cases would tried by revamped military
tribunals while others would go before civilian juries. He also pressed to close the
Guantánamo prison.

But last month, Congress made it much harder to move Guantánamo detainees into the
United States, even for trials in federal civilian courthouses. That essentially shut the
door for now on the administration’s proposal to transfer inmates to a prison in Illinois
and its desire to prosecute some of them in regular court.

More than a year ago, Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. designated Mr. Nashiri, Mr.
Darbi and Mr. Obaydullah for trial in a military commission. But they have lingered in
limbo amid administration indecision about broader terrorism prosecution policies. The
paralysis followed a backlash against Mr. Holder’s proposal to prosecute suspected
conspirators in the Sept. 11 attacks in a Manhattan federal courthouse.

Three other detainees were also approved for tribunals by Mr. Holder in 2009. Those
cases have progressed — two pleaded guilty last year, and the third is scheduled for trial
at Guantánamo next month. But the charges in those cases were left over from the Bush
administration.



While Mr. Nashiri and Mr. Darbi had also been charged in tribunals in the Bush
administration, their cases were later dropped and must be started over.

The process of charging Mr. Obaydullah had started under the Bush administration, but it
was frozen before completion.

Mr. Nashiri would be the first so-called high-value detainee — a senior terrorism suspect
who was held for a time in secret C.I.A. prisons and subjected to what the Bush
administration called “enhanced interrogation techniques” — to undergo trial before a
tribunal.

Another former such detainee, Ahmed Ghailani, was convicted in federal civilian court for
playing a role in the 1998 Africa embassy bombings.

While Mr. Ghailani faces between 20 years and life in prison, many Republicans have
pointed to his acquittal on 284 related charges — and a judge’s decision to exclude an
important witness because investigators learned about the man during Mr. Ghailani’s
C.I.A. interrogation — to argue that prosecuting terrorism cases in federal court is too
risky.

Mr. Nashiri’s treatment was apparently more extreme than Mr. Ghailani’s. The C.I.A. later
destroyed videotapes of some waterboarding sessions.

Moreover, the C.I.A. inspector general called Mr. Nashiri the “most significant” case of a
detainee who was brutalized in ways that went beyond the Bush administration’s
approved tactics — including being threatened with a power drill. Last year, Polish
prosecutors investigating a now-closed C.I.A. prison granted Mr. Nashiri “victim status.”

An effort to prosecute Mr. Nashiri could also put a sharp focus on one of the crucial
differences between federal civilian court and military commissions: the admissibility of
hearsay evidence — statements and documents collected outside of court.

Much of the evidence against Mr. Nashiri consists of witness interviews and documents
gathered by the F.B.I. in Yemen after the bombing. Prosecutors may call the F.B.I. agents
as witnesses to describe what they learned during their investigation — hearsay that
would be admissible under tribunal rules, but not in federal court.

It remains unclear whether the Supreme Court would uphold a tribunal conviction that
relied on such evidence.

Mr. Nashiri’s case would also test another legal proposition: whether a state of war
existed between the United States and Al Qaeda at the time of the Cole bombing —
before the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks and the authorization by Congress to use military
force against their perpetrators.

The United States initially handled the Cole attack as a peacetime terrorism crime, but
the government now contends that a state of armed conflict had legally existed since
1996, when Osama bin Laden declared war against the United States.

The question is important because military commissions for war crimes are generally
understood to have jurisdiction only over acts that took place during hostilities.

Daniel Pearl was Beheaded by 9/11 Mastermind
Telegraph Co UK
By Ben Farmer 
January 20, 2011

The analysis is disclosed in a three-year independent investigation into the
killing which casts further doubt on the conviction of British conspirator Omar
Sheikh for the murder of Mr Pearl.

The Pearl Project concludes Pakistani authorities "knowingly used perjured testimony" to
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pin the murder on the former public schoolboy.

Mr Pearl was kidnapped in the Pakistani port of Karachi on January 23, 2002 while
researching Islamic militants and four weeks later a video of his execution was delivered
to American officials.

While Sheikh and the other three convicted of the killing were involved in the kidnapping,
they were not in the room when the Wall Street Journal reporter was murdered it found.

He had been seized and held in a "multifaceted, at times chaotic conspiracy" involving at
least 27 men from three militant groups.

Only 14 of those have been arrested and Mr Pearl's actual murderers are unlikely to ever
face trail the investigation found.

After his kidnap, he was handed to an al-Qaeda gang led by Mohammed, a strategist for
the terrorist network, who killed him.

The inquiry by academics, journalists and students involved hundreds of interviews with
American and Pakistani officials.

Mohammed was captured in March 2003 and confessed to masterminding the 9/11
attacks.

The al-Qaeda number three is held in Guantánamo Bay military prison and has also
previously confessed that he beheaded Mr Pearl.

However, doubts have surrounded the confession, because it may have been extracted
under 'water boarding' torture.

The Pearl Project found Michael Dick, an FBI investigator, used video of Mr Pearl's
beheading to create stills of the hand of his masked killer.

The photographs were shared with CIA colleagues holding Mohammed, who used a
forensic technique called "vein matching" to determine the hands belonged to the same
man.

They replied: "The photo you sent me and the hand of our friend inside the cage seem
identical to me." Both the CIA and FBI use the mathematical modelling technique, though
it is not considered as reliable as fingerprinting.

The investigation found Sheikh, who studied mathematics at the London School of
Economics, orchestrated the kidnap and originally considered a ransom, but was later
sidelined when Mohammed became involved.

The conspirators were "inept, plagued by bungling plans, a failure to cover their tracks,
and an inability to operate cameras and computer equipment," it said.

An incompetent cameraman had failed to capture Mr Pearl's actual murder so the
beheading was restaged moments later.

Sheikh was sentenced to death in July 2002 for murder and kidnapping and three others
were given life terms. Their appeals have stalled.

Rai Basheer, a defence attorney, said the prosecution was delaying the process because it
knew it would lose on appeal.

Raja Qureshi, a prosecutor, said: "I challenge the defence to come and attend the case
properly and consistently, and they will themselves know whose case is weak." Federal
officials decided in the summer of 2006 not to add Mr Pearl's murder to Mohammed's
charges because they concluded that would complicate plans to prosecute him for the
9/11 attacks.



Civilian Court Metes out Life Sentence to Terrorist
The Washington Times
By Ben Conery
January 25, 2011

A judge on Tuesday sentenced to life in prison the first Guantanamo Bay
detainee tried in a civilian court, an outcome that bolsters Attorney General Eric
H. Holder Jr.’s much-criticized desire to prosecute suspected terrorists on U.S.
soil.

“Today’s sentencing of Ahmed Ghailani shows yet again the strength of the American
justice system in holding terrorists accountable for their actions,” Mr. Holder said in a
statement. “Ghailani will now rightly serve the rest of his life in prison for his role in the
attacks against American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania that left 224 dead, including
12 Americans.”

Ghailani, 36, was acquitted in November of all but one of the hundreds of charges he
faced in connection with the 1998 bombings, leading to intense criticisms of the Obama
administration for prosecuting a suspected terrorist in civilian court.

But the one charge on which he was convicted — conspiracy to destroy U.S. property —
carried a potential sentence of life in prison. That was the maximum punishment he
would have received if convicted of all 224 counts of murder as well as 60 other charges.
The government previously elected not to pursue the death penalty.

U.S. District Judge Lewis A. Kaplan in New York said Ghailani deserved a life sentence
because he knew and intended that people would be killed as a result of his actions and
the conspiracy he joined.

“This crime was so horrible,” Judge Lewis said in a packed courtroom. “It was a cold-
blooded killing and maiming of innocent people on an enormous scale. It wrecked the
lives of thousands more … who had their lives changed forever. The purpose of the crime
was to create terror by causing death and destruction on a scale that was hard to
imagine in 1998 when it occurred.”

Judge Kaplan also imposed a $33 million fine.

Ghailani’s trial has been viewed as a test for the Obama administration’s aim of putting
other terrorist suspects, including self-professed Sept. 11 mastermind Khalid Shaikh
Mohammed, held at U.S. Naval Base Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, on trial on U.S. soil. The
results of the case have given fuel to both sides in a heated debate that largely has kept
the administration from holding such trials.

Rep. Peter T. King, New York Republican and chairman of the Committee on Homeland
Security, in November called the verdict “disgusting” and “tragic,” saying it demonstrated
“the absolute insanity of the Obama administration’s decision to try al Qaeda terrorists in
civilian courts.”

Mr. King’s remarks were far more measured in a terse statement released Tuesday: “If
anyone deserves to spend the rest of his life in prison, it is a murderer and terrorist such
as Ahmed Khalfan Ghailani.”

The commander of the USS Cole when it was attacked by al Qaeda terrorists in 2000,
also a critic of the Obama administration’s plans to prosecute terrorists in federal court,
reiterated those concerns Tuesday, calling the Ghailani case “a mockery of justice and is
further proof that civilian trials for enemy combatants are a foolish and misguided
strategy.”

But Kirk S. Lippold, now retired from the Navy, also praised the sentence meted out by
Judge Lewis.

“The sentence of life in prison is the correct, and only acceptable, punishment for Ahmed
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Ghailani,” Cmdr. Lippold said in a statement. “The families of those killed by these attacks
deserved justice and anything less than the maximum sentence would have been a
failure. The punishment fits the crime.”

Critics such as Mr. King and Cmdr. Lippold have urged the Obama administration to
prosecute terrorists before military tribunals, while supporters of the administration’s
plans said the Ghailani case showed the feasibility of trials in civilian court.

“The verdict and sentencing will be internationally recognized as the product of an open
and established system, unlike the tarnished military commissions system,” said Geneve
Mantri, Amnesty International USA government relations director for national security
and human rights. “This was a very difficult case, needlessly poisoned by the legacies of
torture, and it was dealt with quickly, with dexterity and absolutely no disruptions.”

While four others were prosecuted in federal court a decade ago, convicted and
sentenced to life in prison in connection with the 1998 embassy bombings, Ghailani’s
case was far different and showed the constitutional challenges likely present in potential
prosecutions of other Guantanamo detainees.

Unlike his four cohorts, Ghailani wasn’t captured until 2004. Before his arrest,
prosecutors said, Ghailani spent time in Afghanistan as a cook and bodyguard for Osama
bin Laden and later as a document forger for al Qaeda.

Authorities captured him in Pakistan and held him in a secret overseas CIA prison where
his attorneys say he was tortured. Ghailani was taken to Guantanamo in 2006.

On the eve of trial, Judge Kaplan barred the government from calling a key witness
because the witness had been identified while Ghailani was being held at a secret CIA
prison where harsh interrogation techniques were used. After briefly considering an
appeal, prosecutors forged ahead with the case.

Evidence at trial showed that Ghailani helped purchase bomb components before the
attacks, including 15 gas tanks designed to enhance the power of the bombs, along with
one of the bomb vehicles. Ghailani’s attorneys argued that he was duped by friends into
participating in the attack and was upset when he saw the damage.

Ghailani asked Judge Kaplan for leniency because of his treatment at the hands of the
CIA, but the judge rejected the plea, saying whatever Ghailani suffered at the hands of
the CIA and others “pales in comparison to the suffering and the horror he and his
confederates caused.”

A group of tearful survivors of the attacks and family members of those who died spoke
at the sentencing. They included Sue Bartley, a Washington-area resident who lost her
husband, Julian Leotis Bartley Sr., then U.S. consul general to Kenya, and her son, Julian
“Jay” Bartley Jr.

Mrs. Bartley said the attacks were still fresh in her mind and “excruciatingly painful. What
remains is a lingering, unsettling feeling that is compounded by grief, deep sadness and
anger. The pain is with me every day. Oftentimes, it is unthinkable.”

Justina L. Mdobilu said she was the only Tanzanian victim to attend the sentencing and
believed others stayed away because it was too painful.

“Nobody wants to come. People are upset. People are going through post-traumatic
syndrome,” she said.

James Ndeda of Nairobi, Kenya, asked Judge Kaplan to order Ghailani to prison for a year
for each of the victims.

“Ghailani and his accomplices shattered our lives,” said Mr. Ndeda, who suffered a skull
fracture as well as eye and back problems that continue 12 years later.



Attorneys Argue Charlotte Man Serving 155-year Sentence did not Send Money for Terrorists
Canadian Press
By Mitch Weiss 
January 26, 2011

A re-sentencing hearing for a man serving a 155-year prison term focused
Wednesday on whether donations to the militant group Hezbollah could be
directed to the organization's fighting efforts.

Attorneys for Mohamad Hammoud argued that he did not send money abroad to support
terrorist activity. The Charlotte man was the first person convicted under a 1996 law that
prohibits aid to designated terrorist groups. Prosecuting suspects under that law has
since become a key tactic in the war on terror.

Prosecutors contend Hammoud ran a cell in Charlotte that raised money for Hezbollah,
which the U.S. government considers a terrorist organization.

Defence attorney James McLoughlin told the hearing that the small amount of money
Hammoud sent overseas was not for terrorism. Hammoud's attorneys called former CIA
officer Robert Baer to testify, and he said Hezbollah is broken into two distinct parts —
one that provides social services in the region and the other devoted to military activities.

Baer said the military side doesn't publicly raise money and gets its money from Iran.
David Brown, the federal prosecutor, contended that the military side does raise money
and noted several U.S. indictments over the past year focused on fundraising for
Hezbollah's military activity.

Hammoud was also convicted of other crimes including cigarette smuggling, credit card
fraud, money laundering and racketeering. The government argues that he raised money
by sending cheap North Carolina cigarettes to Michigan to be resold without paying that
state's higher taxes — and that some profits were directed to Hezbollah.

Hammoud was charged in the months before the Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks and
convicted in 2002. The Supreme Court sent his case back for a new sentence in 2005.

Britain Proposes Easing Controls on Terrorism Suspects to Calm Rights Concerns
The New York Times
By John F. Burns 
January 26, 2011

For years, Britain has struggled with its own version of the American debate
over the prison at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba: how best to deal with individuals
regarded as terrorist threats who cannot readily be brought to trial, usually
because of concern that important evidence would compromise intelligence
sources.

Britain has no Guantánamo equivalent. But it has a major terrorism problem, with a
network of Qaeda-linked extremists spread across the country, and its security services
running dozens of investigations at any given time into possible attacks. It has found,
under two governments, that some suspects are beyond effective prosecution, or
deportation, leaving it to hold some indefinitely under “control orders,” an extended
version of house arrest.

On Wednesday, the legal dilemmas involved came into sharp focus when the government
of Prime Minister David Cameron unveiled new measures aimed at easing some controls
on terrorism suspects in the hope of at least partly meeting the objections of human
rights activists who have said that the existing system breaches Britain’s centuries-old
traditions of civil liberties.

As it stands, the detention system subjects suspects to curfews that can run for 16 hours
a day, forbids them access to cellphones and computers, and requires them to wear
electronic tagging devices monitored by the police. Eight men are now being held this
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way, all of them accused of being Islamic militants, all born outside Britain and all with
identities shielded by court orders.

Home Secretary Theresa May announced the changes on Wednesday, and said the
measures would be presented for Parliament’s approval as part of a new system, officially
known as Terrorism Prevention and Investigation Measures, to take effect by the end of
the year.

For the first time, the detentions would be limited to a maximum of two years. Curfews
would be replaced by a more flexible “overnight residence requirement,” cutting the stay-
at-home rule to a period of perhaps eight to 10 hours. Suspects could use cellphones and
home computers, as long as they provided the police with their passwords. The
government will also increase the securities services’ budget for surveillance of those
under restriction by a figure that The Daily Telegraph reported as about $30 million.

As before, the suspects would be forbidden from leaving the country, but their
movements within it would be eased. Bans on visiting entire towns or neighborhoods
would be narrowed to specific buildings — mosques or community centers, for example.

The government also pledged to step up efforts to negotiate deals to deport the suspects
to their home countries under guarantees protecting them from torture or other abuses,
an approach that in the past has been rejected in a number of cases by the European
Court of Human Rights.

The new proposals are the result of a wide-ranging review of Britain’s counterterrorism
laws and practices ordered by the Cameron government after it defeated the Labour
government in May elections.

While senior Conservatives had clashed with Labour over its counterterrorism measures,
calling them too severe, urgency was added to the review by Mr. Cameron’s need to
placate the Conservatives’ junior coalition partners, the Liberal Democrats. They had
demanded a wholesale reworking of the control measures, and made the scrapping of
Labour’s system a condition of joining the coalition.

Mrs. May’s changes also involve a rollback of other counterterrorism measures adopted
by Labour. A law allowing terrorism suspects to be held for 28 days without charge will be
allowed to lapse, resetting the maximum to 14 days. Parliament can approve a temporary
return to the longer limit in the face of a major terrorist alert. Stop-and-search powers —
widely used by the police, and resented by many in ethnic communities — will be curbed.

The changes include some that are not specific to terrorism cases. Among these will be a
requirement that a magistrate’s approval would be sought to conduct targeted
surveillance by closed-circuit TV, a practice that has been used by hundreds of
overzealous local councils to investigate minor offenses like failing to clean up after dogs
and overstuffing household trash bins.

In the House of Commons, Mrs. May said the new government regretted having to keep
the power to limit the freedoms of extremists. But the relief among Liberal Democrats
was evident. Menzies Campbell, a senior Liberal Democrat lawmaker, hailed the changes,
saying they would end the “unbridled authoritarianism” of the former Labour
government.

The attacks on Labour’s record led to some bitter exchanges. Yvette Cooper, the Labour
spokeswoman on law-and-order issues, accused the Conservatives of making the changes
to placate Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg, a Liberal Democrat, and of unnecessarily
weakening the government’s powers to act in times of heightened terrorism threats.

[back to contents]



Piracy

Malaysia, SKorea Seek to Charge 12 Somali Pirates
Associated Press
By Sean Yoong
January 25, 2011

Malaysia and South Korea announced plans Tuesday to prosecute 12 captured
Somali pirates in what maritime officials praised as a move that might deter the
hijacking of ships off East Africa.

Somali pirates apprehended by authorities are often not brought to justice, but merely
released after being disarmed. The international community has often depended on
countries like Kenya and the Seychelles in the past to prosecute pirates, who took a
record 1,016 hostages for ransom last year.

Naval commandos from Malaysia and South Korea staged separate raids last Friday on a
Malaysian chemical tanker and South Korean-operated cargo ship seized by pirates in the
Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea respectively. The commandos overpowered a total of 12
pirates and rescued 44 crew members. Eight pirates were killed by the South Korean
team.

Malaysia was transporting seven detainees to Kuala Lumpur and planned to hold them in
police custody until investigations into the incident are completed, a federal police
spokesman said on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to make public
statements.

Attorney General Abdul Gani Patail told The Associated Press he had not decided what
charges might be filed. It would be the first trial in Malaysia involving Somali pirates.

South Korean Defense Ministry spokesman Kim Min-seok meanwhile said that his
country's "stance is to prosecute pirates rather than swapping them" for other fishermen
being held by pirates in a separate hijacking case.

Seoul also was considering bringing five captured Somalis to South Korea, Foreign
Minister Kim Sung-hwan said, noting that it was natural for his country to handle the
assailants who inflicted damage on South Koreans.

Such prosecutions could help send a message to Somali pirates that they must pay for
their crimes, said Noel Choong, head of the International Maritime Bureau's piracy watch
center in Kuala Lumpur.

"The Somali pirates must realize that the world is serious about eradicating Somali
pirates and would not hesitate to capture and charge them accordingly," Choong told the
AP.

"In our view, this is exactly what should be done, and if this kind of action is taken, then
we would see a reduction in the scale and violence of the attacks," Choong added.

Mohamad Nizam Basiron, a researcher at the Maritime Institute of Malaysia, said this
would be the first time Somali pirates were being brought to Asia to stand trial.

On Monday, the chief of staff of the anti-piracy force that patrols the waters off Somalia
welcomed a move by the Philippines to also consider bringing pirates to the country to try
them.

U.S. Navy Capt. Chris Chambers said finding countries willing to prosecute pirates
arrested off the East African coast has been a problem and many captured assailants are
simply let go after being disarmed. He was speaking at a briefing on piracy for diplomats,
maritime industry members and media in the Philippines, the leading supplier of
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seafarers globally.

Somali pirates have also been tried in the United States and Germany in the past year. In
November, a jury in Virginia convicted five Somali men of piracy for their attack on a U.S.
Navy ship. They face mandatory life terms at a sentencing hearing set for March.

U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon last year said a special international court for
pirates is being looked at.

Somali pirates currently hold 32 vessels and 746 crew members of various nationalities,
according to a recent report by the International Maritime Bureau. It said Somali pirates
are operating more broadly than ever, from Oman on the Arabian Peninsula to
Mozambique, more than 2,500 miles (4,000 kilometers) away in southeastern Africa.

Many officials say the real solution lies in creating peace and stability in Somalia, which
has been in near-anarchy without a functioning government for two decades.

Under What Malaysian Law Will Somali Pirates be Prosecuted?
The Star Online
By Bernama
January 25, 2011

The Malaysian authorities must establish under what law the seven Somali
pirates detained on board MT Bunga Laurel in the Gulf of Aden last Friday, can
be prosecuted.

Professor Salleh Buang, a visiting professor at Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor Bahru,
said that piracy in the high sea was an international crime and, so, subjected to universal
jurisdiction that any nation can take action.

"In the case of international crime like war crime, torture and piracy... when it becomes
an international crime, all states in the world have universal jurisdiction".

"But when the criminal is brought to our country for prosecution...we have to prosecute
under the national law and, of course ,the judge will ask under what law?" Salleh told
Bernama when asked to comment on the matter.

They were arrested in the gulf, 7,000km away where Malaysia is not a littoral state.

News reports said the Bunga Laurel is a Panama-registered vessel owned by a Japanese
shipping company and managed and chartered by the Malaysian International Shipping
Corporation.

It was manned by a Filipino crew, carried cargo of another country, hijacked in
international waters in the gulf off Oman and, finally, taken by the Malaysian commandos.

The case is now being studied by the Home Ministry's legal experts, the National Security
Council and the Attorney-General's Chambers.

Salleh said if there were Malaysian crew members rescued, the Malaysian authorities
would have a much stronger case to prosecute the pirates in this country.

However, he said it was a good achievement by the Malaysian commandos.

"States of the world must pool resources together to deal with this heinous crime of
piracy at high sea," he said.

Preventing Somali Piracy Needs Economic Opportunities, State Actors: Germany
The China Daily
January 26, 2011

Military and judicial actions are indispensable to prevent and prosecute piracy
ashore in the short term, but both only deal with symptoms, so economic
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opportunities and state actors are needed to tackle the challenge, Germany said
here on Tuesday.

"We will have to address the factors facilitating piracy and look at the situation on shore
in Somalia. The international community must continue to support the Somali people in
their efforts to re-establish peace, security and development in their country," German
UN Ambassador Peter Wittig said at an open meeting of the UN Security Council on the
piracy off the coast of Somalia.

"These are the tasks for police, coast guard and law enforcement authorities that need to
be set up and strengthened in Somalia," he said.

The effective prosecution and imprisonment of those responsible for piracy and armed
robbery has been advanced, but remains a huge challenge, he said. "All states should
create the legal conditions that enable them to effectively prosecute pirates."

Meanwhile, the German ambassador noted that setting up an extraterritorial Somali court
in a third country in the region, with the perspective of transferring it to Somalia, could
be an essential part of a solution.

He called on the international community to acknowledge that the Somali judicial system
and its prisons still face a number of challenges. The system must be improved in order
for it to meet international standards and respect international human rights and other
applicable rules of international law.

"Germany commends and actively supports all activities in this respect, especially those
of UNODC and UNDP," he said, referring to the UN drug and development agencies.

Wittig also looked forward to continued cooperation with partners in the UN Security
Council and in the Contact Group on Piracy off the Coast of Somalia to address piracy in
Somalia and the factors contributing to it.

Special Courts Needed to Prosecute Pirates, Says UN Advisor
Israel News
January 26, 2011

A German cargo vessel has been hijacked by pirates north of the Seychelles and
is heading toward Somali, according to reports by the ship’s owners.

The crew had been hiding for the last two days in the ship’s safe room after sending out a
distress call, but the pirates have now seized control of the vessel.

The seizure of the MV Beluga Nomination is one of many attacks on merchant shipping in
the region that will amount to billions of dollars in lost revenue this year.

The urgency of the situation in the Indian Ocean has led to increasing calls for more to be
done by international community in tackling the situation.

Just hours before the MV Beluga Nomination was taken over by pirates, Jack Lang, a UN
piracy advisor, had called for special piracy courts to be established in semi-independent
enclaves of Somali, where a functioning government exists.

Lang pointed out that Somaliland and Puntland could prosecute the pirates, providing an
effective means for their sentencing. At present, loopholes in international law make
prosecution of pirates difficult, and many Somali pirates that are captured are ultimately
set free again.

Lang called for the international community to go after the heads of each pirate cell, to
capture and prosecute them, thereby brining down the group which relies on their
leadership.

He has proposed the building of a prison in Somaliland and Puntland and the
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establishment of specialised courts, which would prosecute pirates u


